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We are extremely happy to present you the fourth edition of our catalogue.
Every year we aim to showcase the best of what the Military 1st online
store has to offer.

This issue, our biggest yet, is no different: inside you will find a plethora of
new clothes and gear, colours and camouflages, and brands. We are very
excited about the latest additions from Brandit, Condor Outdoor, Jack Pyke,
Mechanix Wear and Viper. The lines of tactical clothing and accessories from
Helikon-Tex and Pentagon, launched earlier this year, look great, as do the
new bags and backpacks from Wisport and Maxpedition. There is also
innovative outdoor equipment by Highlander and BioLite.

Last but not least, we are extremely proud to introduce a comprehensive
range of tactical and military apparel and innovative gear from First Tactical
and Propper, two new brands in our offer. Although, as this catalogue is only
a small fraction of our vast assortment, we invite you to visit our website to
see the whole collection. 

This year has been particularly special for us: thousands of our amazing fans,
friends and customers helped us make it to the final of the 7th edition of the
Airsoft Players Choice Awards. We were thrilled to win the title of the Best
Online Retailer for Europe. For us, this is clear evidence that our customers
enjoy the shopping experience we provide, with free shipping across the
United Kingdom, Ireland and the United States, 30-day Returns Policy, and
the free UK returns.

Growing numbers of Facebook, Instagram and Twitter fans and followers,
and consistently high TrustPilot ratings are yet another reason to be thankful.

Many thanks for your custom!
Military 1st Team

Welcome to the new Military 1st catalogue! 

All prices displayed are in pounds sterling (GBP £) and include VAT at the current rate. Please note that products prices and specifications may change during the
life of this catalogue and all products offered for sale are the subject of availability. For the most up to date information on prices and availability, please visit our
website at www.military1st.co.uk

Best Gear Retailer for Europe
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HELIKON OUTDOOR TACTICAL PANTS
Breathable, lightweight  & quick-drying, the OTP
trousers feature an elastic waist with hook and
loop fastener and YKK zip fly, ten functional
pockets & reinforced knees with internal
compartments for knee pads. Part of Helikon’s
Outdoor Tactical Line, these trousers are perfect
for hiking & other outdoor pursuits.

Product Ref: SP-OTP-NL-12

£74.40

HELIKON CPU TROUSERS
Ergonomic and practical CPU trousers feature 10
functional pockets, button fly, adjustable waist and
legs, reinforced seat and knees and Velcro
compartments for knee pad inserts. Great for
forces personnel and cadets, Airsoft and paintball
fans or fishing and hunting. Come in a variety of
colours and camouflage patterns.

Product Ref: SP-CPU-PR-51

FROM £39.90

HELIKON SFU NEXT TROUSERS
Improved version of the popular SFU trousers,
with a button fly and wide belt loops with strong
D-rings, 9 large pockets, strengthened seat, side
waist adjusters and drawstring legs, and reinforced
knees with knee pads compartments. Great for
Armed Forces personnel and cadets, Airsoft and
paintball enthusiasts, or fishing and hunting.

Product Ref: SP-SFN-PR-14

FROM £33.90

TROUSERS

HELIKON UTP TROUSERS
Part of Urban Tactical Line, Helikon Urban Tactical
Pants come with a zip fly and wide belt loops,
12 pockets, elastic waist with side adjusters,
strengthened seat and knees for longer wear,
and knee hook and loops pockets for pad inserts.
Low-profile and strong, these are ideal for forces
and security personnel, Airsoft, paintball or hunting,
and everyday wear.

Product Ref: SP-UTL-PR-13

FROM £60.40
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PENTAGON ELGON HEAVY DUTY
TACTICAL PANTS
Tough tactical pants made of prewashed cotton
canvas, with a tunnel tube and anti-slip silicone
waistband, 12 pockets, gusseted crotch, YKK 
zippers and Prym snap buttons, and an extra flap
on front belt loops for utility purposes. Perfect
for tactical use, work and everyday wear.

Product Ref: K05009-06

£58.50

PENTAGON T-BDU PANTS
Inspired by the traditional BDU trousers, T-BDU
cargo pants come with a strengthened seat and
reinforced cargo pockets with internal utility slots,
a tunnel tube waistband, gusseted crotch, triple
stitched stress points and kneepad pockets.
Excellent for all kind of outdoor activities.

Product Ref: K05008-50

FROM £48.00

PENTAGON BDU 2.0 PANTS
Based on a classic Battle Dress Uniform (BDU)
cargo trousers, BDU 2.0 Pants feature multiple
pockets, reinforced knees and seat, triple stitching,
genuine YKK zipper hardware and heavy duty
PRYM snap buttons. Perfect for general forces
personnel and cadets, Airsoft and paintball
enthusiasts, or general outdoors.

Product Ref: K05001-2.0-51

FROM £28.50

TROUSERS

PENTAGON HYDRA CLIMBING PANTS
Designed for demanding outdoor applications,
these comfortable trousers are made of durable
2-way stretch Polyester with Nylon Ripstop
reinforcements and feature six pockets and
internal ventilation system with mesh protection
for extra breathability and comfort. Ideal for hiking,
hunting or mountaineering.

Product Ref: K05015-06CG

£78.00
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FIRST TACTICAL MEN’S TACTIX
TACTICAL PANTS
Comfortable and durable tactical trousers with a
modern fit and multiple utility pockets. Made of
2-way mechanical stretch, double Ripstop fabric
with Teflon stain repellent finish and triple needle
stitching at critical seams.

Product Ref: 114001-055

£64.95

FIRST TACTICAL MEN’S TACTIX
BDU PANTS
Reliable tactical trousers with a contemporary fit
and classic BDU pant styling, and multiple practical
pockets. Made of 2-way mechanical stretch, double
Ripstop fabric with Teflon stain repellent finish and
triple needle stitching at critical seams. 

Product Ref: 114003-830

£69.95

FIRST TACTICAL MEN’S SPECIALIST
TACTICAL PANTS
Enduring tactical pants with functional pockets,
running gusset construction for increased range of
movement and triple needle stitching at critical
seams for extra durability. Made of double Ripstop
polyester and cotton blend fabric with Teflon
Shield+ stain repellent finish.

Product Ref: 114005-055

£44.95

FIRST TACTICAL MEN’S
SPECIALIST BDU PANTS
These comfortable tactical trousers combine
traditional BDU style with a contemporary fit and
come with expandable cargo pockets, YKK zipper
and Prym snaps. Made of double Ripstop Polycotton
fabric with Teflon Shield+ stain repellent finish for
durability.

Product Ref: 114006-830

£49.95

TROUSERS
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BRANDIT M-65 VINTAGE TROUSERS
Comfortable and robust classic cargo trousers with
a zip fly and buttons for suspenders, six functional
pockets, pleated knees, roll-up legs with sewed
on fastening straps, waist adjusters and drawstring
legs. Perfect for Airsoft and paintball enthusiasts
or fishing, hiking and hunting.

Product Ref: 1001-4

£34.95

BRANDIT SAVANNAH TROUSERS
You can wear these comfortable and lightweight
3-in-1 trekking trousers as shorts or regular
pants. Made from strong Polycotton, Brandit
Savannah feature a zip fly with button, six large
pockets, elastic pull tabs and one useful metal
D-Ring. Great for camping, hiking and travel.

Product Ref: 1011-1

£34.95

BRANDIT US RANGER TROUSERS
Heavy wearing and super comfortable, Brandit
Ranger Trousers feature a button fly, six pockets
including expandable cargo, and waist adjusters
and drawstring legs for a custom fit. Made from
breathable Polycotton, these classic military style
pants are ideal for hiking, hunting or fishing.

Product Ref: 1006-1

£18.95

BRANDIT HUDSON RIPSTOP
TROUSERS
Made from durable yet lightweight Cotton Ripstop,
Hudson Trousers feature wide belt loops with
extra buttons, buttoned waist adjusters, six
spacious pockets and reinforced knees and seat.
Comfortable and strong, these are perfect for
camping, fishing and active outdoor use.

Product Ref: 1013-70

£44.95

TROUSERS
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5.11 STRYKE TDU PANTS
Lightweight yet tough cargo pants with
ergonomically placed slanted thigh pockets,
double layered and articulated knees, a fully
gusseted crotch and stretch panels at the waist
and behind each knee. Made of 5.11 Flex-Tac
mechanical stretch fabric with Teflon against for
stains, soil and moisture.

Product Ref: 74433-190

£68.50

5.11 STRYKE PANTS
Durable and functional 5.11 Stryke Pants are water
and stain resistant and feature a zip fly, wide belt
loops and a badge holder, six roomy pockets,
self-adjusting tunnel waistband and strengthened
knees with knee pads compartments. Great for
forces and security personnel, fishing, hunting or
hiking and everyday wear.

Product Ref: 74369-018

£55.70

5.11 TACLITE PRO PANTS
The lighter version of popular 5.11 Tactical Pants,
Taclite Pro trousers are durable and practical and
feature a zip fly with a snap, six pockets,
trademarked rear web strap, diamond crotch,
strengthened seat and knees, and HT Teflon stain
and tear resistant finish. Perfect for work and any
outdoor activities, including hiking and hunting.

Product Ref: 74273-070

£38.50

PENTAGON ARIS TAC PANTS
Crafted from durable 225gsm two-way mechanical
stretch Polycotton Ripstop, these comfortable
combat pants feature multiple storage pockets,
internal knee pad pockets, diamond crotch for
added freedom of movement, and elasticated tunnel
tube waistband for perfect fit. Ideal for hiking,
hunting, paintball or Airsoft.

Product Ref: K05021-03

£65.50

TROUSERS
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VIPER TACTICAL BDU TROUSERS
Standard BDU-style tactical combat trousers
made of durable Polycotton Ripstop, with a button
fly, six pockets, side waist adjusters and
drawstring legs, and reinforced seat and knees.
Ideal for Airsoft and paintball enthusiasts or
fishing and hunting.

Product Ref: BVTRSBDU

£24.95

VIPER TACTICAL ELITE TROUSERS
Robust tactical trousers with hook and loop and
zip fly, elasticated waist adjustment, 10 utility
pockets including expandable cargo pockets,
reinforced seat, hook and loop knee retention
strap and Neoprene lined ABS removable knee
pads. Perfect for Airsoft or paintball enthusiasts.

Product Ref: BVTRSELCOY

£49.95

MFH MISSION
COMBAT TROUSERS RIPSTOP
Durable combat trousers with a button fly and
extra large belt loops, eight pockets including
expandable cargo pockets, reinforced seat and
knee pockets for padding, and adjustable waist
and leg cuffs. Perfect for paintball, Airsoft, hiking
or hunting.

Product Ref: 01360O

£42.95

TROUSERS

VIPER CONTRACTORS PANTS
Tough combat trousers with a YKK zip fly with
Velcro and button, wide belt loops, six useful
pockets and felt-lined utility slots, reinforced
knees with knee pad compartments, elasticated
waist, gusseted crotch and drawstring tie bottoms
for a comfortable fit.

Product Ref: BVTRSCONTTM

£39.95
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MIL-TEC EXPLORER SOFT
SHELL PANTS
Lightweight and quick-drying thermal trousers
with a zip fly and seven hard wearing belt loops,
seven pockets, reinforced knees and triple
stitching in stress areas, adjustable zipped legs
and D-rings for extra attachments.

Product Ref: 11360001

£49.95

SURPLUS VINTAGE
FATIGUES TROUSERS
Comfortable vintage-style cargo trousers with a
zip fly, six pockets, side waist adjusters, buttons
for suspenders, extension folds within the knee
range and drawstring legs. Ideal for Airsoft and
paintball fans, fishing and hiking and everyday
wear.

Product Ref: 05-3596-61

£34.99

SURPLUS OUTDOOR
TROUSERS QUICKDRY
Comfortable and super lightweight 2-in-1 trousers
with a zip fly, six pockets, adjustable waistband,
elastic drawstring cord at the leg, and zippers at
the knee level. Made of very light and quick drying
fabric, these are ideal for hiking, trekking or
everyday wear.

Product Ref: 05-3605-17

£30.99

MIL-TEC ZIP-OFF COMBAT TROUSERS
These classic zip-off cargo trousers come with a
button fly, six pockets, adjustable waist and
drawstrings cuffs, and can be easily transformed
into comfortable knee length BDU shorts. Perfect
for camping, hiking and travel.

Product Ref: 11510004

£24.95

TROUSERS
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CONDOR CIPHER PANTS
Comfortable, lightweight and quick-drying tactical
trousers with micro mesh pocket liner and a
gusseted crotch, elastic waistband for IWB holster,
two gadget pockets, two back pockets, zipper
thigh pockets, and articulated knees. Excellent for
urban operators, hiking and travel.

Product Ref: 101119-030

£41.95

JACK PYKE COUNTRYMAN TROUSERS
Robust cargo trousers made of heavy duty cotton
canvas, reinforced with 600D waterproof Oxford
Cordura at the knees and seat, with a zip fly, two
front upper pockets, two cargo pockets with flaps,
rear zipped pockets, and adjustable Hook and
Loop ankle fastening.

Product Ref: JTRSBEATG

£48.95

JACK PYKE HUNTERS TROUSERS
Waterproof and breathable silent cargo trousers
with Polyester mesh lining and brushed tricot
outer, two upper pockets with weather flaps, two
side pockets with flaps and press stud fastening,
14” leg zip for easy removal, reinforced seat and
knee, and elasticated waist.

Product Ref: JTRSHUNEO

£54.95

TROUSERS

CONDOR TACTICAL PANTS
Comfortable and functional tactical pants made
from durable Polycotton Ripstop, treated with
DuPont Teflon for stains and fade resistance, with
a zip fly with button, self-adjusting waistband,
eleven pockets, internal knee pad pockets and four
D-rings. Ideal for both combat situations and
everyday wear.

Product Ref: 608-004

£46.95
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PROPPER TAC.U COMBAT SHIRT
Comfortable, lightweight and moisture-wicking
combat shirt with durable Battle Rip fabric sleeves
and collar and antimicrobial treatment on a torso,
articulated elbows and underarm gusset, five
pockets, and integrated thumb holes at cuffs.

Product Ref: F541738377

FROM £70.00

PROPPER COVERT LONG SLEEVE
BUTTON-UP
Comfortable casual shirt with a false-button front
that allows clear access to a holstered weapon, dual
chest pockets with quiet magnet closure, underarm
gusset, extended length and two-button adjustable
cuff.

Product Ref: F53170V014

£55.00

PROPPER BDU TROUSERS
Classic BDU Trousers made to military specification
MIL-T-44047E, with felled seams and a reinforced
seat and knee for maximum durability, six pockets
with fused flaps, adjustable waist tabs and durable
drawstring leg closures for a secure fit.

Product Ref: F520112320

FROM £44.00

PROPPER MEN’S LIGHTWEIGHT
TACTICAL PANTS
Comfortable and lightweight tactical pants with a
low-profile design, nine pockets, an action-stretch
waistband, reinforced seat and knees and
extra-large belt loops. Made of breathable Ripstop
fabric with DuPont Teflon fabric protector.

Product Ref: F525250236

£44.00

TROUSERS / SHIRTS
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HELIKON SFU NEXT SHIRT
Long-sleeve uniform shirt with a regular collar,
button front with flap, six large pockets, reinforced
elbows, Hook and Loop adjustable cuffs and Hook
and Loop panels for patches. Excellent for forces
personnel and cadets, Airsoft and paintball
enthusiasts, as well as fishing and hunting.

Product Ref: BL-SFN-PR-14

FROM £33.90

HELIKON GENUINE BDU SHIRT
Heavy wearing and comfortable traditional Battle
Dress Uniform (BDU) shirt with button front with
flap closure, four roomy pockets, button cuff
adjusters and elbow patch reinforcements on
each arm. Suitable for general forces personnel
and cadets and Airsoft and paintball enthusiasts.

Product Ref: BL-BDU-PR-03

£27.90

HELIKON PCS SHIRT
Combat shirt with a Mandarin collar, two large
chest pockets, angled upper arm pockets and
smaller lower arm pockets, cuffs with enlarged
buttons, wide Hook and Loop panels for patches.

Product Ref: BL-PCS-PT-33

£39.40

SHIRTS

HELIKON CPU SHIRT
Original long sleeve shirt with Mandarin collar,
zip front with flap, seven pockets, underarm
zippers, Velcro cuff adjusters, reinforced elbows
with pouches for elbow pad inserts and Velcro
panels for patches. Ideal for forces personnel and
cadets, Airsoft and paintball enthusiasts or fishing
and hunting.

Product Ref: BL-CPU-CR-13

FROM £39.90
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5.11 STRYKE TDU SHIRT LONG SLEEVE
Comfortable, lightweight and reliable, 5.11 Stryke
TDU Shirt features a Mandarin collar, slanted front
chest pockets, vertical sleeve pockets,
strengthened articulated elbows and adjustable
cuffs. Included are loop patch platform, badge tab
and epaulette kits. Teflon treated for stains,
moisture and soil resistance.

Product Ref: 72416-092

£66.80

5.11 STRYKE SHIRT SHORT SLEEVE
Comfortable and versatile uniform shirt made of
Flex-Tac mechanical stretch fabric with Teflon
finish, with button-down collar stays, strengthened
melamine buttons, two chest pockets, patented
hidden utility pockets and pen pockets on the left
sleeve and chest. Perfect for the police, security,
military and EMT personnel.

Product Ref: 71354-190

£51.40

5.11 SIDEWINDER FLANNEL SHIRT
Fade and shrink-resistant casual flannel shirt with
a tactical twist. 5.11 Sidewinder comes with
hidden document pockets, patch chest pockets
with snap closure, and bartacks at key stress
points ensure durability. Compatible with 5.11
Holster Shirt and RAPIDraw placket system.

Product Ref: 72446-521

£65.00

PENTAGON TACTICAL² SHIRT
Comfortable and quick-drying tactical shirt with
Teflon fabric protector for extra dirt and water
resistance, with two large hidden document
pockets with YKK zippers, two small chest pockets,
roll-up sleeves, melamine-free buttons and triple
stitching on stress points.

Product Ref: K02010-01

£42.00

SHIRTS
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VIPER TACTICAL COMBAT SHIRT
Durable combat shirt based on the standard ACU
uniform shirt design, with a Mandarin collar and
full front zip closure, slanted chest and arm
pockets, adjustable cuffs and hook and loop
panels for patches and badges. Ideal for forces
personnel and cadets, and Airsoft and paintball
enthusiasts.

Product Ref: BVSHICVCAM

£27.50

VIPER TACTICAL WARRIOR SHIRT
Close-fitting UBACS-type combat shirt with
removable elbow pads, slanted and expendable
bicep pockets, and soft and stretchy V-Flex torso
part. Excellent to wear under body armour or as
a middle layer. Designed for Airsoft and paintball
players, and military and law enforcement
personnel.

Product Ref: BVSHIWCOY

£34.95

MFH ACU RIPSTOP FIELD JACKET
Comfortable ACU Field Jacket made of sturdy
Cotton Ripstop, with a Mandarin collar, tilted chest
and sleeve pockets, pen slots on the left sleeve,
adjustable cuffs, loop panels for patches and
badges, and elbow pad inserts pockets. Suitable
for forces personnel and cadets. Perfect for Airsoft
and paintball.

Product Ref: 03383E

FROM £29.95

SHIRTS

MIL-TEC BDU COMBAT SHIRT
Comfortable and robust combat shirt based on
the original Battle Dress Uniform shirt with four
spacious pockets with flaps and button closure,
sidebar buttons for size adjustment, elbow
reinforcement, and adjustable cuffs with buttons.
Available in selection of colours and camouflage
patterns.

Product Ref: 11801020

£23.95
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BRANDIT SLIMFIT SHIRT
Fashionable slim fit shirt made of quality washed
cotton, with a regular collar, button front, two
chest pockets, roll-up sleeves and button cuffs.
Ideal for everyday use, camping, hiking or travel.

Product Ref: 4005-4

£27.95

BRANDIT CHECKSHIRT DUNCAN
Lightweight, comfortable and fashionable flannel
shirt with a traditional collar, button front with
standard shirt placket, contrast chest pockets,
double layered yoke for extra strength, and
roll-up sleeves with button cuffs. Perfect for
hiking, travel or everyday use.

Product Ref: 4016-67

£27.95

BRANDIT US SHIRT SHORT SLEEVE
Comfortable short-sleeved military-style shirt
with a straight cut, two chest pockets with flaps
and buttoned shoulder epaulettes. Perfect for
everyday use.

Product Ref: 4101-1

£17.95

BRANDIT CHECK SHIRT
Classic Cotton Check Shirt with a straight cut,
standard collar and button front, two large front
pockets, roll-up sleeves and button cuffs. This
comfortable, timeless shirt is excellent for
everyday use as well as camping, hiking and travel.

Product Ref: 4002-41

£24.95

SHIRTS
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HELIKON TROOPER
SOFT SHELL JACKET
Lightweight and water resistant soft shell jacket
with Teflon DuPont coating, two-way front YKK
zipper, adjustable hood hidden inside collar,
seven pockets, underarm zip vents, bottom
drawstring and Hook and Loop adjustable cuffs,
and rounded upper sleeve loop panels.

Product Ref: KU-TRP-NL-35

£79.40

HELIKON WOLFHOUND
LIGHT INSULATED JACKET
Lightweight and compressible water repellent
jacket with durable nylon shell and Climashield
Apex insulation, stand-up collar and YKK VISLON
main zipper, multiple zipped pockets, underarm
vents, adjustable bottom hem and reinforced
wrists. Perfect for security and armed forces
personnel, camping and hiking.

Product Ref: KU-WLF-NL-35

£98.40

HELIKON DELTA TACTICAL JACKET
Functional tactical jacket with laminated 4-way
elastic Shark Skin outer shell, DuPont Teflon Shield+
quick-dry fabric protector and super fine fleece
lining. Features full two-way main zipper and
stand-up collar, eight pockets, adjustable bottom
hem and elasticated cuffs. Perfect for military and
police personnel and various outdoor activities.

Product Ref: BL-DTT-FS-11

£58.40

JACKETS

HELIKON WINDRUNNER WINDSHIRT
Lightweight and easy-to-carry wind jacket with
micro Ripstop Nylon shell and Teflon DuPont
coating. Features an adjustable hood, laminated
brim and half-zip front, large front hand pocket
accessible from both sides, two internal pockets,
underarm mesh vents, reinforced elbows,
elasticated cuffs and adjustable bottom hem.
Perfect for fishing, camping and jogging.

Product Ref: KU-WDR-NL-35

£50.90
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PENTAGON REINER 2.0
SOFTSHELL JACKET
Comfortable soft shell jacket with superfine waffle
fleece lining and breathable Storm|Tex membrane,
two-way full front zipper and high collar with chin
guard, four functional pockets, and armpit
ventilation zippers. Ideal for law enforcement and
security personnel, fishing and hunting, Airsoft
and everyday wear.

Product Ref: K08012-2.0-08WG

£77.00

PENTAGON GEN V 2.0 PARKA
Versatile 3-in-1 tactical jacket with a
high-performance water-repellent outer shell and
breathable Storm|Tex laminated membrane.
Featuring concealed storm hood, multiple zipped
pockets, excellent mesh ventilation system, and fully
detachable padded liner blouson. Ideal for everyday
outdoor use, fishing, hunting and travel.

Product Ref: K01002-2.0-06E

£128.50

PENTAGON GERAKI JACKET
Specially designed winter jacket with super soft
nylon shell and 550 duck down filling. Featuring
high collar with chin guard, durable Nylon Taslon
Ripstop patches on shoulders and arms, two hand
pockets, single chest utility pocket, elasticated cuffs
and strong YKK zippers throughout. Perfect for an
active lifestyle. Comes with a small carry pouch.

Product Ref: K08020-01

£124.00

PENTAGON LCP 2.0 PARKA
Lightweight jacket with a water repellent Nylon
Taslon Ripstop outer shell, warm Primaloft Eco
filling and breathable Storm|Tex laminated
membrane. Features versatile pockets, underarm
vents and fully adjustable bottom hem for a snug
fit. Perfect for travel, hiking, security and military
personnel.

Product Ref: K01004-2.0-01

£166.00

JACKETS
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PENTAGON MONSOON
RAIN-SHELL JACKET
Light and compact rain jacket with breathable
Storm|Tex coating and taped seams. It has a
laser-cut, seamless and adjustable storm hood,
2-way front YKK zipper, large chest, sleeve and
lower cargo pockets, underarm ventilation zippers
with insect repellent mesh, elastic cuff adjusters
and Velcro panels for patches. Perfect for hiking,
fishing and everyday activities.

Product Ref: K07010-06G

£91.50

PENTAGON ATLANTIC
PLUS RAIN JACKET
Made of durable Nylon Taslon Ripstop fabric this
quality rain jacket features water-resistant and
breathable Storm|Tex membrane, taped seams and
super fine fleece lining, high rise collar with chin
guard and hidden storm hood, two hand pockets,
a back ventilation opening and elastic cuff adjusters.
Perfect for mild, cold and wet weather.

Product Ref: K07011-03

£88.50

PENTAGON UTA ANORAK
Tactical anorak with Nylon Taslon fabric shell, water-
resistant and breathable Storm|Tex laminated
membrane, and super fine fleece lining on the back
and shoulders. Padded for extra warmth, it
features large kangaroo chest pocket, interlinked
side pockets, one sleeve pocket with loop panel on
each arm, covert chest pocket, elastic cuff adjusters,
and Dual Direction zippers on each side for easy
entry and increased ventilation.

Product Ref: K08017-06G

£106.00

JACKETS

PENTAGON ARTAXES
SOFTSHELL JACKET
Comfortable tactical soft shell with water-resistant
and breathable Storm|Tex laminated membrane and
Grid-Tech super fine waffle fleece lining. This
versatile jacket is ideal for mild to cold weather
conditions, and features high collar with foldable
hood, 2-way front YKK zipper, five mesh lined
pockets, underarm ventilation zips with insect
repellent mesh, and loop panels for patches.

Product Ref: K08011-06G

£88.50
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5.11 TACLITE ANORAK JACKET
Flannel-lined for added warmth and comfort,
5.11 Taclite Anorak Jacket comes with a 3-piece
contoured hood, kangaroo-style front pocket,
discreet utility pockets at the chest, and a Teflon
finish for stain and soil resistance. Perfect for
hiking, hunting, fishing and other activities.

Product Ref: 78012-108

£111.30

5.11 TACLITE M-65 JACKET
An upgraded version of the traditional M-65 Field
Jacket. Made from a long-lasting Ripstop fabric
with DuPont Teflon Shield+ treatment. Comes
with a slim inner lining and 2-way front zipper,
RAPIDraw pass through pockets and dual 5.11
Hidden Document Pockets. Comfortable and
lightweight. It is ideal for all outdoor ventures.

Product Ref: 78007-192

£111.30

5.11 INSULATOR JACKET
5.11 Insulator Jacket offers excellent thermal
protection in a full range of conditions, providing
comfort, warmth and weather resistance. It comes
with the DWR-treated exterior and 100gm
PrimaLoft Silver lining for an exceptional
warmth-to-weight ratio, performance fit stretch
panels and unique 5.11 RapiDraw pockets.

Product Ref: 78006-092

£107.00

VIPER TACTICAL ELITE JACKET
Comfortable and lightweight Viper Tactical Elite
Jacket features a high collar with foldable hood,
two-way YKK front zip closure with chin protector,
hook and loop patches on both sleeves and
underarm ventilation zippers, six pockets,
strengthened elbows, non-slip pull tabs on main
zippers, and bungee drawstring adjustable waist.

Product Ref: BVJKTELTTM

£54.95

JACKETS
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BRANDIT BRITANNIA JACKET
Classic field jacket style with a vintage feel and
look, weatherproof shell material, high collar
with concealed hood, zipper front with storm
flap, five pockets, shoulder epaulettes, internal
waist adjusters and button adjustable cuffs.
Perfect for everyday outdoor use.

Product Ref: 3116-107

£59.95

BRANDIT B52 PU JACKET
Classic jacket with durable faux leather construction,
high collar, zip front closure, slanted zipped hand
pockets, left chest side zipped pocket, internal left
chest side sleeve pocket, warm and breathable
inner lining, and elasticated knitted waist and cuffs.
Ideal for everyday outdoor use.

Product Ref: 9330-2

£79.95

BRANDIT KEIKO JACKET
Vintage washed design biker jacket with
comfortable classic fit, stylish look and rugged
construction. It comes with elasticated stand-up
collar and front metal zipper, warm inner lining,
decorative cross-seams on both sides, five pockets,
elasticated sleeve cuffs and bottom hem.

Product Ref: 9350-2

£59.95

JACKETS

BRANDIT M-65 GIANT JACKET
Classic field jacket with warm removable lining,
high collar with Hook and Loop closure. It has a 
concealed hood, six large external pockets,
full-length front zipper with press studs, and storm
flap for complete protection against the elements.
Perfect to wear all year round.

Product Ref: 3101-1

£84.95
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SURPLUS M65 JACKET
Military-style M65 field jacket with a durable shell
material and warm, removable long-sleeved liner,
full front brass zipper with snap-up storm flap,
four pockets, waist and bottom drawstrings and a
concealed hood in the collar. Suitable for the
autumn, winter and spring.

Product Ref: 20-3501-01

£46.99

SURPLUS BASIC BOMBER JACKET
Comfortable slim fit jacket based on the classic
MA-1 flight jacket, with ribbed collar, cuffs and
hem, full front zipper with storm flap, four
pockets and bright orange lining. Available in
4 classic colours and a full range of sizes.

Product Ref: 20-3530-01

£35.99

SURPLUS DELTA BRITANNIA
Surplus Delta Britannia is a lightweight and
comfortable classic style field jacket, made of top
quality cotton, with a total of six pockets, high collar
with concealed hood, zip front with storm flap,
waist adjuster and shoulder epaulettes. Available
only at Military 1st!

Product Ref: 20-3527-62

£52.99

BRANDIT WINDBREAKER
Lightweight and weatherproof anorak style casual
short jacket with breathable, windproof and
water-repellent outer and soft and warm fleece
lining. It features a fleece-lined hood with a
drawstring, short front zipper closing, two hand
pockets and one large kangaroo style chest pocket.
Ideal for all outdoor activities.

Product Ref: 3001-2

£39.95

JACKETS
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MIL-TEC SOFTSHELL JACKET SCU 14
Water-resistant jacket with 3-layer laminate shell
and 5000 mm water column. It comes with front
zip with storm flap, hood in the collar, various zip
pockets, reinforced elbows, underarm vents,
adjustable bottom hem and sleeves, and loop
panels for patches. Ideal for Airsoft and other
outdoor activities.

Product Ref: 10864059

£69.95

MIL-TEC N-2B FLIGHT JACKET
Warm and comfortable N-2B jacket, made of
enduring 210D Nylon Twill with large and
adjustable snorkel-type hood with fleece lining
and faux fur trim, high-closing zip front with a
wide cover strip and additional button closure,
three pockets and arm office on the left sleeve.
Excellent for cold or extremely cold weather.

Product Ref: 10410001

£69.95

MIL-TEC A-2 LEATHER FLIGHT JACKET
Stylish A-2 jacket made of high-quality Goat Nappa
leather with classic snap down collar with collar
clip, concealed 2-way front zipper, two snap-up
patch pockets, shoulder epaulettes, and knitted
cuffs and waistband in a matching colour.

Product Ref: 10460009

£139.95

JACKETS

MIL-TEC SMOCK LIGHTWEIGHT
Comfortable and lightweight smock made of a
tough Ripstop material, with a high collar and
integrated adjustable and wired hood, 2-way front
zipper, fourteen pockets, reinforced elbow patches
with padding, underarm vent zippers and large
Canadian type buttons. Perfect for all Airsoft, hiking,
fishing or hunting.

Product Ref: 11631021

£69.95
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CONDOR NIMBUS LIGHT LOFT JACKET
Lightweight and compressible, the jacket comes
with warm PrimaLoft thermal insulation and
water-repellent nylon outer shell, high collar with
fleece lining, Vislon YKK main zipper with chin
guard, four fleece-lined pockets, adjustable bottom
hem and stretchable softshell side panels. Perfect
protection in extreme conditions.

Product Ref: 101097-018

£79.95

CONDOR OVERCAST SOFTSHELL PARKA
Comfortable windproof jacket with water resistant
soft shell exterior, fleece-lined removable hood,
waterproof zipper with storm guard, chest and hand
pockets with hidden zipper closure, adjustable cuffs
and bottom hem. Compatible with Condor Zephyr
jacket as a liner (sold separately).

Product Ref: 101058-002

£113.95

CONDOR AEGIS HARDSHELL JACKET
Comfortable and functional waterproof jacket with
hardshell material and taped seams, full front
waterproof zipper with storm guard flap, waterproof
pockets, underarm vent zippers, and adjustable
bottom hem and cuffs. Ideal for cool and wet
weather.

Product Ref: 101083-001

£133.95

CONDOR VAPOR LIGHTWEIGHT
WINDBREAKER
This flexible and lightweight windbreaker features
a stand-up collar and full front YKK zipper with
double zipper pull, two slash chest pockets, two
inner pockets and two shoulder pockets with patch
panels, abrasion-resistant elbows, underarm vents
and adjustable cuffs. Made of breathable 4-way
stretch Ripstop fabric, it’s excellent for the warmer
climate areas.

Product Ref: 10617

£79.95

JACKETS
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JACK PYKE HUNTERS JACKET
Waterproof silent hunters jacket with a full-length
double zip opening, high collar and concealed
hood, two lower front bellows pockets with
cartridge holders, two hand warmer pockets,
internal chest pocket, fold-down waterproof seat
flap, and elasticated weather shrouds on wrists.

Product Ref: JJKTHUNG

£74.95

JACK PYKE FIELD SMOCK
Breathable and waterproof silent jacket made from
100% brushed polyester tricot with a laminated
membrane. It features a full-length double zip
opening, adjustable and detachable wired hood,
two lower front bellows pockets, two hand warmer
pockets and adjustable waist draw cord.

Product Ref: JSMKFI

£69.95

JACK PYKE GALBRAITH SMOCK
Silent, waterproof and breathable smock with a
laminated membrane, head over style with baffled
neck zip, large front pocket with covered,
weatherproof zip, 2 angled lower pockets with
weatherproof zips, and adjustable wrist bands.

Product Ref: JSMKGALB

£67.50

JACKETS

JACK PYKE ARGYL SMOCK
Waterproof and breathable smock with laminated
membrane and mesh, extra length baffled front half
zip, removable hood with drawstring and adjustable
peak, two upper “crossover” pockets with
weatherproof zips, two lower angled pockets with
weatherproof zips, Neoprene inner cuff bands, and
adjustable outer cuffs and waist.

Product Ref: JSMKARGB

£149.95
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HIGHLANDER TYPHOON 3 LAYER
MOUNTAIN JACKET
Quality outdoor jacket with waterproof and
breathable AB-TEX tri-laminate fabric shell,
adjustable hood with drawstring and stiffened peak,
adjustable waist and cuffs, two internal map pockets,
and three front pockets with storm flaps,
water-resistant zippers and taped seams.

Product Ref: WJ050-OG

£49.95

HIGHLANDER STOW & GO
PACKAWAY JACKET
Waterproof, windproof and breathable, lightweight
jacket with tough nylon shell, adjustable hood with
mesh lining, full front zipper with a high collar and
chin guard, two front zip pockets, adjustable cuffs
and hem, taped seams, and back vents for increased
breathability. Perfect for unpredictable weather
conditions, from light showers to heavy storms.

Product Ref: JAC077-BL

£25.95

FIRST TACTICAL MEN’S TACTIX
SOFTSHELL JACKET
Water and wind resistant lightweight tactical soft
shell jacket with soft brushed fleece lining, three
customisable pull out panels, two vertical chest
pockets and a zip-secured hand pocket with media
port access, articulated elbows and side zips.

Product Ref: 118501-729

£109.95

PROPPER BA SOFTSHELL JACKET
Made from lightweight and water-resistant
soft-shell fabric, the jacket features a full-front zip
with double sliders, pull-out ID or badge panel,
under arms zip vents, dual bicep and wrist pockets,
warrant chest pocket and additional dual-access zip
pocket on lower back. Ideal for security personnel.

Product Ref: F54280X001

£90.00

JACKETS
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PENTAGON HECTOR VEST
Uniquely designed liner vest with 550 duck down
filling and super soft nylon shell. Featuring tricot
neck warmer, full front YKK zipper with chin guard,
two hand pockets and practical chest pocket.
Lightweight and compressible, it packs small into
its own chest pocket.

Product Ref: K04007-03

£100.00

HELIKON MALAMUTE
LIGHTWEIGHT VEST
Lightweight, compressible and fast drying vest with
durable Nylon Ripstop shell and Climashield Apex
filling, fleece-lined high collar, full front 2-way zipper,
two chest pockets, adjustable bottom hem and loop
panel for patches. Can be used as a stand-alone
garment or worn underneath outer layers.

Product Ref: KK-MMT-NL-36

£69.90

MIL-TEC SOFT SHELL VEST
Lightweight and comfortable water-repellent soft
shell vest with soft lining inside, high collar and
YKK Vislon two-way main zipper, three pockets and
drawstring waistband. Perfect for camping, hiking
and other outdoor activities.

Product Ref: 10708049

£36.95

MULTIPURPOSE VESTS

PENTAGON PATROCLUS VEST
Quality liner vest with 550 duck down filling and
strong Nylon Taslon Ripstop shell. Featuring fleece
neck warmer, full front YKK zipper with chin guard,
two hand pockets and a functional chest pocket.
Lightweight and compressible, it’s perfect for
everyday tasks and travel.

Product Ref: K04006-01

£102.50
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JACK PYKE COUNTRYMAN
HUNTERS VEST
Comfortable hunting vest with heavy Cotton canvas
with suedette shoulders, large zipped rear game
pocket, two large front pockets, two handwarmer
pockets and 12 x cartridge holder band.

Product Ref: JVESCOUNHUN

£39.95

JACK PYKE COUNTRYMAN FLEECE GILET
Lightweight and warm fleece gilet with a stand-up
collar and full-length double puller zip, two lower
zipped pockets, nubuck piping and elastic corded
bottom with quick-locks for a personalised fit.
Perfect for day to day wear, camping and hiking.

Product Ref: BJGILFLCOUNAV

£26.50

JACK PYKE SPORTING SKEET VEST
Lightweight and durable shooting vest with nylon
mesh and suedette trim, full length padding for left
and right shooters, four cartridge pockets with
riveted stress points, adjustable elasticated
waistband and 3/4 length double puller zip.

Product Ref: JVESSKTBLK

£39.95

MIL-TEC FISHING VEST
Comfortable and lightweight fishing vest with
fourteen different pockets with either zipper,
press stud or Hook and Loop closing. Ideal for
hunting, shooting and fishing.

Product Ref: 10701004

£25.95

MULTIPURPOSE VESTS
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HELIKON LIBERTY FLEECE
Comfortable and warm heavy fleece jacket with a
stand-up collar and zipped front, six ample pockets,
reinforced shoulders and elbows, underarm venting,
Hook and Loop cuff adjusters, loop panels for
patches and adjustable bottom hem with a cord
lock. Great for all kind of outdoor activities
including fishing, hiking and hunting.

Product Ref: BL-LIB-HF-33

FROM £58.40

HELIKON INFANTRY DUTY
FLEECE JACKET
Strong and warm tactical heavy fleece jacket with a
stand-up collar and a full-front zipper, four large
pockets, strengthened shoulders and elbows, bicep
and chest loop panels, adjustable Hook and Loop
wrist cuffs and elastic corded bottom. Perfect for
military and security personnel, hunting and fishing,
as well as Airsoft, paintball or hiking.

Product Ref: BL-INF-HF-18

£50.90

HELIKON ALPHA TACTICAL GRID
FLEECE JACKET
The enhanced version of the well-known Alpha
Jacket, with a stand-up collar, zip front, five pockets,
loop panels for personalisation, adjustable bottom
hem and elastic cuffs. Part of Helikon’s Urban
Tactical Line, perfect to wear as a separate layer or in
combination with outer soft or hard shells.

Product Ref: BL-ALT-FG-21

FROM £41.90

FLEECES

HELIKON PATRIOT FLEECE
Comfortable and warm hooded heavy fleece jacket
with a high collar, zip front, a total of six pockets,
underarm vents, reinforced sleeves with hook and
loop cuff adjusters and loop panels for patches, and
a drawstring waistband with cord lock. Ideal for
fishing, hiking and hunting, Airsoft or paintball, and
other outdoor activities.

Product Ref: BL-PAT-HF-11

FROM £58.40
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5.11 THUNDERBOLT HALF ZIP
Warm, stylish and durable cold weather half-zip
with double-weave softshell shoulders and sleeves
and moisture wicking and odour control fleece body.
Featuring fleece-lined collar and Nylon coil zippers
with logo rubber zipper pull. Ideal to wear on the
range or in the outdoors.

Product Ref: 72443-018

£74.00

PENTAGON HERCULES FLEECE
JACKET 2.0
Tactical fleece jacket made of double backed super
fine fleece, with a full front 2-way YKK zipper, high
collar and integrated adjustable hood, two large hand
pockets, two side inner pockets and a patch sleeve
pocket on each arm with loop panel, durable softshell
patches, gusseted underarms and ventilation zippers.
Perfect to wear in cold weather.

Product Ref: K08026-2.0-08WG

£56.50

FOX OUTDOOR FLEECE
This warm fleece jacket features a high collar with
a full-front zipper, two hands pockets, one small
inside pocket with hook and loop closure,
elasticated cuffs and one-hand drawstring at
bottom hem. Wear as an inner liner or as an outer
layer when hunting, shooting or fishing.

Product Ref: 03871B

£25.95

PENTAGON PERSEUS FLEECE
JACKET 2.0
Universal fleece jacket made of double backed super
fine fleece, with a stand-up collar and 2-way YKK
zipper closing. It features two large hand pockets,
functional chest pocket and sleeve pocket on the left
arm with a loop panel, strengthened elbow patches,
gusseted underarms and ventilation zippers as well
as tough softshell patches on shoulders and neck area.

Product Ref: K08025-2.0-08WG

£56.50

FLEECES
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VIPER TACTICAL FLEECE HOODIE
Comfortable, lightweight and breathable tactical
fleece with a warm double-walled hood with
drawstrings, kangaroo-style front handwarmer
pocket, Hook and Loop panels on each arm,
elasticated cuffs and waistband, and thumb holes
on cuffs.

Product Ref: VHOODFLTTM

£21.55

VIPER ELITE MID-LAYER FLEECE
Comfortable, lightweight and warm Viper Elite
Mid-Layer Fleece comes with a high fleece collar
and mid-chest zipper, loop panel on each arm,
elasticated cuffs and waistband, and thumb holes.
Excellent to wear as a mid-layer or on its own.

Product Ref: VFLELMLTTM

£19.95

JACK PYKE COUNTRYMAN
FLEECE PULLOVER
Lightweight and warm pullover with a stand-up
collar, mid-chest zipper, elasticated cuffs, elastic
corded bottom with quick-locks for individual fit
and Nubuk piping. Perfect for outdoors.

Product Ref: BJPULFLCOUNO

£25.50

FLEECES

PROPPER FULL ZIP TECH SWEATER
Comfortable sweater made of warm anti-pill fleece
fabric, with a stand-up collar, full-front zip and
two-way double sliders, vertical zip document
pocket, large front hand pockets, reinforced
underarms and elastic bound cuffs. Warmth and
comfort in a stylish profile.

Product Ref: F54373Q015

£90.00
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PENTAGON PENTATHLON SWEATER
Comfortable and practical tactical sweater with
high collar and gusseted hood, three reinforced
pockets, elongated lower back, elasticated cuffs
and drawstring adjustable waist, and reversed YKK
zippers. Perfect for cold and windy weather. Ideal
for tactical duties, shooting range and great
outdoors.

Product Ref: K08023-17

£62.00

PENTAGON LEONIDAS 2.0 SWEATER
Tactical hoodie with a high collar and full front YKK
zipper closing, two hand pockets and a single chest
pocket with wiring eyelet, knitted waist and cuffs,
and velvet loop panels on each arm for badges and
patches. Excellent for covert duty, shooting range
or everyday outdoor use.

Product Ref: K08016-2.0-06

£50.00

PENTAGON THESPIS SWEATER VEST
Breathable and lightweight sleeveless vest with
adjustable hood, high collar and full front YKK
zipper, large seamless hand pockets and knitted
waist. Ideal to wear as a mid-layer or on its own.
Excellent for shooting range, gym or everyday
outdoor use.

Product Ref: K08027-03

£41.50

VIPER TACTICAL HOODIE ZIPPED
Comfortable, breathable and lightweight hoodie
with adjustable hood, full front zipper with
glove-friendly zipper pull, soft fleece inner lining,
two hand pockets, knitted cuffs and waistband,
Hook and Loop panels on each arm, and discreet
Viper Tactical brandling. Ideal for the gym, jogging
and everyday wear.

Product Ref: VHOODTACTTM

£28.75

SWEATSHIRTS
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5.11 REACTOR FZ HOODIE 2.0
Comfortable hoodie made of an abrasion-resistant
fabric with DWR finish. It features a large
adjustable hood, full-front zipper, sidearm
concealment and zippered pockets as well as Lycra
binding at the cuffs and bottom hem. Perfect for
outdoor, lifestyle and CCW use.

Product Ref: 72439-831

£69.00

CONDOR CIRRUS TECHNICAL
FLEECE JACKET
Multifunctional fleece jacket constructed from a
technical fleece with smooth surface and soft
interior. It features adjustable fleece-lined hood,
two large zip hand pockets, one sleeve pocket,
splash resistant chest pocket, and sleeves with
built-in thumb holes.

Product Ref: 101136-002

£72.95

HAZARD 4 BEACHHEAD FUZZY
LYCRA HOODIE
A modular version of the classic hoodie, made of a
breathable and stretchable Nylon and Spandex blend,
with a large chest pocket, flat seams and Raglan
sleeves, glove-like cuffs with thumb holes, and
fuzzy loop panels for badges and patches. Perfect
for physical activity, travel and everyday wear.

Product Ref: H4-HOD-BCH-BLK

£94.95

SWEATSHIRTS

PROPPER V2 HOODIE
Comfortable and versatile hoodie made of warm
jersey fleece, with contoured hood, 3/4 front
zipper, large left chest pocket, small left wrist
pocket, and thumbholes at cuffs. Excellent for a
wide range of temperatures.

Product Ref: F54812K236

£56.00
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PENTAGON ANIKETOS POLO T-SHIRT
Lightweight and quick-drying polo shirt with
anti-bacterial properties, knitted no-roll collar
and cuffs, standard placket with three buttons,
two epaulettes and hanging loop for microphone
or sunglasses. Ideal for everyday wear, both for
duty and leisure.

Product Ref: K09011-08WG

£19.50

PENTAGON APOLLO TAC-FRESH
T-SHIRT
Breathable and lightweight T-Shirt with short
sleeves, comfortable slim fit body design and
quick-dry, laser cut polyester fabric on the back
and under armpits. Suitable for summer
temperatures. Perfect for everyday use.

Product Ref: K09010-08WG

£25.00

PENTAGON AGERON T-SHIRT
PENTAGON VERTICAL
Classic breathable T-shirt made of 165gsm
ring-spun Cotton with quick-drying properties,
unique odourless technology and Pentagon’s logo
on the left side. Great for outdoor sports, training
facility and everyday use.

Product Ref: K09012-PV-06

£15.50

PENTAGON AGERON T-SHIRT
SPARTAN HELMET
Casual breathable T-shirt made of 165 gsm
ring-spun Cotton with quick-drying and odourless
properties and Pentagon’s Spartan Helmet logo.
Excellent for the gym, off-duty wear and outdoor
sports.

Product Ref: K09012-SH-27

£15.50

T-SHIRTS AND VESTS
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HELIKON TRAVEL ADVICE:
MOZAMBIQUE T-SHIRT
Lightweight, breathable and durable cotton
T-shirt with short sleeves, crew neck and
high-quality imprint at the front. Perfect for
everyday use.

Product Ref: TS-TAM-CO-29

FROM £12.40

HELIKON BOLT CARRIER T-SHIRT
Lightweight, breathable and long-lasting cotton
T-shirt with short sleeves, crew neck and excellent
imprint at the front. Ideal for casual wear and
training.

Product Ref: TS-BCR-CO-35

FROM £12.40

HELIKON WOMEN’S T-SHIRT
Lightweight, comfortable and durable short-sleeved
woman’s cotton T-shirt. Great for work, training
and everyday use.

Product Ref: TS-TSW-CO-14

FROM £8.95

T-SHIRTS AND VESTS

HELIKON TACTICAL T-SHIRT
Made of breathable and thermo-active Polyester
with TopCool technology, Helikon Tactical T-shirt
comes with two bicep pockets with Hook and Loop
panels for easy personalisation and a durable
webbing loop for glasses. The anatomic cut provides
comfortable fit throughout the day.

Product Ref: TS-TTS-TC-37

£14.40
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5.11 HELIOS POLO SHORT SLEEVE
Quick-drying all-weather polo shirt made from
jersey knit fabric with antimicrobial and
snag-resistant properties for a clean and
professional appearance. Featuring integrated
underarm gussets, a pen pocket, front mic-clip
pockets, shoulder mic loops and a sunglasses loop.

Product Ref: 41192-018

£34.30

5.11 ODYSSEY POLO SHORT SLEEVE
Lightweight, comfortable and anti-microbial tactical
polo shirt with zip chest pocket and sleeve pen
pocket, gusseted construction and bartacking at
major stress points. Ideal for law enforcement,
security, military and fire professionals.

Product Ref: 71032-716

£38.50

HAZARD 4 QUICKDRY LEO UNIFORM
REPLACEMENT BATTLE POLO SHIRT
Quick-drying polo shirt with classic three button
neck design, neat ribbed no-roll collar, two chest
pockets, a buttoned pocket on the right sleeve,
split organiser pocket on the left sleeve, multiple
Velcro panels and small Hazard 4 branding.
Perfect for extreme and tactical use.

Product Ref: H4-APR-QDLEO-TAN

£43.95

PROPPER I.C.E. PERFORMANCE POLO
Classic polo shirt with innovative moisture-wicking
technology, breathable mesh underarms, concealed
collar buttons, two shoulder mic clips, two-channel
pen pocket and a sunglasses clip near the buttons.

Product Ref: F534172450

£45.00

T-SHIRTS AND VESTS
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7.62 DESIGN RED BLOODS
BATTLE SPADE T-SHIRT

Product Ref: 762-016-590-Black

£17.95

7.62 DESIGN THE BUZZING OF
THE B’S T-SHIRT

Product Ref: 762-001-591-Sky Blue

£15.95

7.62 DESIGN USMC RECON JACK OF
ALL TRADES BATTLESPACE T-SHIRT

Product Ref: BAT-001-118-Black

£9.76

7.62 DESIGN USN DON’T TREAD ON
ME BATTLESPACE T-SHIRT

Product Ref: BAT-001-166-Navy

£9.76

7.62 DESIGN VIETNAM VETERANS
TIME SERVED BATTLESPACE T-SHIRT

Product Ref: BAT-001-237-Black

£13.95

7.62 DESIGN ARMY 82ND AIRBORNE
ALL AMERICANS BATTLESPACE T-SHIRT

Product Ref: BAT-001-340-Black

£13.95

T-SHIRTS AND VESTS

The 7.62 Design is a well-known clothing brand specialising in an original military
logo and graphic T-shirts. San Diego-based, the company offers a broad selection of
top-quality T-shirts and hoodies with unique designs, inspired by army, history
and patriotic spirit. Its comprehensive catalogue includes a firearm, military and
premium T-shirts and pullover hoodies, made of super soft cotton, with interior
labelling and unrivalled, copyrighted artworks. Comfortable, breathable and
lightweight, 7.62 Design T-shirts and hoodies are perfect for anyone who wants to
make a statement and send a clear message.
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7.62 DESIGN ARMY FIGHTING SPIRIT
BATTLESPACE T-SHIRT
Product Ref: BAT-001-347-Black

£13.95

7.62 DESIGN COMBAT WOUNDED PURPLE
HEART BATTLESPACE T-SHIRT
Product Ref: BAT-001-457-Black

£9.76

7.62 DESIGN USN RETRO
BATTLESPACE T-SHIRT

Product Ref: BAT-001-506-Navy

£9.76

7.62 DESIGN ARMY FIGHTING EAGLE
BATTLESPACE T-SHIRT

Product Ref: BAT-001-369-Black

£13.95

7.62 DESIGN LEAD IT’S WHAT’S FOR
DINNER T-SHIRT

Product Ref: 762-001-557-Black

£15.95

7.62 DESIGN SAM THE GRUNT
T-SHIRT

Product Ref: 762-001-511-Black

£11.16

7.62 DESIGN BULLET FOR HER
T-SHIRT

Product Ref: 762-001-546-Black

£15.95

7.62 DESIGN WITH YOUR SHIELD
T-SHIRT

Product Ref: 762-001-558-Charcoal

£15.95

T-SHIRTS AND VESTS
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CONDOR BLITZ PERFORMANCE
T-SHIRT
Breathable and lightweight, high-performance
T-shirt with short sleeves, crew neck, flatlock
seams, moisture-wicking technology and
anti-bacterial properties. Ideal for training and
outdoor wear.

Product Ref: 101103-018

£21.95

CONDOR SURGE PERFORMANCE
T-SHIRT
Comfortable, high-performance workout T-shirt
with short sleeves, crew neck, side mesh panels, 
flatlock seams, and moisture wicking and
anti-bacterial properties. Great for training, outdoor
activities and everyday wear.

Product Ref: 101102-026

£21.95

CONDOR TRIDENT BATTLE TOP
Lightweight and breathable tactical T-shirt with
crew neck, Raglan sleeves, sleeve pocket and
anti-static, anti-microbial and moisture wicking
mesh. Perfect in hot weather conditions.

Product Ref: 101117-003

£33.95

T-SHIRTS AND VESTS

VIPER TACTICAL POLO SHIRT
Comfortable and lightweight tactical polo made of
breathable and quick-drying polyester, with button
placket, sunglass loop at the placket, small pocket
on each sleeve with hidden button closure, mic
loops on each sleeve, and Hook and Loop panel on
the left sleeve.

Product Ref: VTEEPTACTTM

£17.95
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HELIKON CPU SHORTS
The short version of Helikon’s CPU Pants - adjusted
for warmer climates and hot weather conditions.
Helikon CPU Shorts feature a buttoned fly and
adjustable waist, eight pockets and reinforced
crotch and seat. Excellent for general forces and
security personnel, Airsoft and paintball, hiking
or fishing.

Product Ref: SP-CPK-PR-11

£23.40

CONDOR SCOUT SHORTS
Functional tactical shorts made of durable
Polycotton Ripstop, with elastic waistband, slash
hand pockets, deep back pockets, large cargo
pockets and right side zippered pocket with inner
sleeve. Perfect for urban or outdoor environments.

Product Ref: 101087-004

£35.95

CONDOR CELEX WORKOUT SHORTS
Comfortable workout shorts made of
moisture-wicking and breathable 4-way stretch
fabric with a Ripstop finish, with full running
gusset and zippered stash pockets. Ideal for the
gym and demanding training.

Product Ref: 101104-002

£33.95

HELIKON URBAN TACTICAL SHORTS 12”
This short version of Helikon’s Urban Tactical Pants
is great to wear in hot weather, either in an urban
environment or the field. They come with a zip fly,
classic jeans ‘neck’ shape, elastic waist and ten
practical pockets. The perfect combination of
military functionality and a low-profile look, Urban
Tactical Shorts are ideal for law enforcement, army
personnel, and outdoor enthusiasts.

Product Ref: SP-UTK-PR-11

£36.90

SHORTS
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BRANDIT INDUSTRY VINTAGE
3/4 SHORTS
Casual vintage style cargo shorts with three-quarter
length design, zip fly with button, six pockets
including cargo pockets, external waist adjusters,
drawstring legs and genuine leather details.
Comfortable and lightweight, ideal for summer.

Product Ref: 2003-1

£30.95

BRANDIT US RANGER SHORTS
Classic straight cut cargo shorts made of breathable
and fast drying Polycotton, with a button fly, six
pockets, seven belt loops and side waist adjusters
for a custom fit. Great for camping, hiking and
travel.

Product Ref: 2006-1

£17.95

BRANDIT SWIMSHORTS
Comfortable swimshorts made of quick drying
polyester, with an elasticated waistband with draw
cord, side pocket with Hook and Loop fastening
and drainage grommets, fishnet lining with
flat-locked seams, and triple-stitched stress points.
Excellent choice for summer time and leisure
activities.

Product Ref: 9153-8

£19.95

SHORTS

BRANDIT SAVAGE VINTAGE SHORTS
Lightweight and breathable casual cargo shorts
made of durable cotton, with a zip fly and button,
nine practical pockets, cotton webbed belt, internal
waist strap and drawstring tie bottoms for a custom
fit. Perfect for summer camping, hiking and holiday.

Product Ref: 2001-3

£34.95
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PENTAGON HIPPOCAMPUS
SWIMMING SHORTS
Quick-drying swimming shorts made of 100%
polyester with a velvet finish. Featuring air escape
grommets and triple stitched inseam, outseam, and
front and back rise. Perfect for summer. Small
carry pouch included.

Product Ref: K05019-03

£20.00

SURPLUS AIRBORNE VINTAGE
SHORTS WASHED

£30.99

SURPLUS ENGINEER VINTAGE
3/4 SHORTS
Comfortable 3/4 long vintage shorts made of soft
stonewashed cotton, with six reinforced pockets,
zip fly with button, drawstring legs and loops for
braces. Great for summer hiking and travel.

Product Ref: 07-5597-61

£30.99

Robust and comfortable vintage style cargo shorts
made of high-quality soft cotton, with button fly,
six pockets including reinforced cargo pockets,
and drawstring legs for a better fit. This short
version of popular Airborne Trousers is excellent
for hiking, travel and fishing.

Product Ref: 07-3598-31

PENTAGON BDU 2.0 SHORTS
Comfortable cargo shorts based on the classic BDU
trousers with YKK self-locking brass fly zipper and
Prym snap, heavy duty belt loops, strengthened
fillet patch on hand pocket, contoured leg opening
and double back seat for longer wear. Ideal for
demanding training and everyday wear.

Product Ref: K05011-51

£28.00

SHORTS
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PROPPER MEN’S TACTICAL SHORTS
Comfortable tactical shorts made of durable
Polycotton Ripstop with DuPont Teflon fabric
protector. Come with nine functional pockets with
reinforced closures, heavy-duty double seat and
action-stretch waistband.

Product Ref: F525350330

£35.00

PROPPER BDU SHORTS
Classic BDU shorts with adjustable waistband, six
pockets with fused flaps, outseams and seat seams
for a secure, durable fit. Ideal warmer weather.

Product Ref: F526138250

£29.00

5.11 STRYKE SHORTS
Made of breathable Flex-Tac fabric treated with
Teflon, these functional cargo shorts come with a
zip fly with snap and button closure, gusseted
crotch, eight pockets and secure waistband. Perfect
for hot weather, hunting, fishing or hiking.

Product Ref: 73327-192

£51.40

SHORTS

PARATROOPER CARGO SHORTS
PREWASHED
Classic army-style combat shorts, made of durable
prewashed cotton, with button fly, two front pockets,
two back pockets with button flaps, two cargo
pockets with button flaps, and adjustable waist with
pull adjuster belt inside. Ideal for summer.

Product Ref: 11403020

£32.95
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HAZARD 4 PONCHO VILLA
TECHNICAL SOFT SHELL
An advanced version of the classic army poncho,
with waterproof and breathable soft shell membrane,
large hood and zipped front, taped seams, side snaps,
eyelets on hem and Hook and Loop panels. Can be
stored in its own front pocket! Ideal for police or
security personnel. Great for festivals, hiking,
hunting and fishing.

Product Ref: H4-APR-PNVL-R-CYT

£113.95

HELIKON WATERPROOF PONCHO

£22.40

MIL-TEC WATERPROOF PONCHO
RIPSTOP
Waterproof, sturdy and multifunctional hooded
Ripstop poncho with side snaps, eyelets on a hem
and ties at each corner. Lightweight and compact,
complete with carry bag, it will fit in every backpack.
Basic equipment for festivals, hiking, hunting and
fishing.

Product Ref: 10630021

FROM £19.95

Waterproof and durable multifunctional hooded
Ripstop poncho with side snaps, eyelets on a hem,
taped seams and ties at each corner. Complete with
a carry bag. Lightweight and compact, it is essential
during every trip. Perfect for fishing, festivals,
hiking and hunting.

Product Ref: PO-MUS-PO-02

PENTAGON ATLANTIC RAIN JACKET
Tactical water resistant rain jacket with durable
Nylon Ripstop shell and breathable StormTex
membrane, high collar with soft inner lining, full
front zipper, large concealable hood with adjustable
drawcord, and four pockets. Designed for everyday
use in urban and outdoor environments.

Product Ref: K07009-01

£56.00

WATERPROOFS
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PENTAGON PINDOS 2.0
THERMAL SHIRT
Breathable and lightweight long sleeve thermal
shirt with soft microfleece backing and exceptional
thermal, moisture-wicking and antibacterial
characteristics. Excellent as an under body armour
wear, at the gym or training facility.

Product Ref: K11003-2.0-01

£27.00

PENTAGON KISSAVOS 2.0
THERMAL PANTS

£27.00

PENTAGON APOLLO TAC-FRESH
SHORTS
Comfortable and breathable slim fit shorts made
of quick-drying, laser cut polyester, with an
elasticated waist for perfect fit. Excellent for
everyday wear.

Product Ref: K10001-08WG

£18.00

Stretchable and warm underwear pants with
excellent thermal and anti-bacterial properties,
with low profile design and soft microfleece
backing. Perfect quick-drying tactical base layer
for outdoor activities, the gym and training.

Product Ref: K11004-2.0-03

BASE LAYERS

PENTAGON PINDOS THERMAL SHIRT
Breathable and lightweight underwear shirt with
excellent thermal, moisture-wicking and
antibacterial properties. Ideal as a part of the
layering system and suitable for the winter season
with colder temperatures.

Product Ref: K11003-03

£19.00
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HELIKON GEN III
LEVEL 1 UNDERWEAR SET
Lightweight, breathable and quick-drying thermal
underwear set intended for use in mild climates to
provide light insulation, consisting of undershirt and
long johns. Can also be used in colder climates as a
base layer. The long sleeved shirt features a crew
neck while the long johns come with an elastic
waistband and classic front fly opening.

Product Ref: KP-UN1-PO-02

£26.90

HELIKON GEN III
LEVEL 2 UNDERWEAR SET

£42.90

TERVEL OPTILINE MOD-02
SHIRT LONG SLEEVE
The anatomically designed thermo-active
long-sleeved shirt created in seamless technology
with antibacterial properties and multiple ventilation
zones. Ideal for a base layer for outdoor activities
and the gym.

Product Ref: OPT-1002-BLACK/BLUE

£25.95

Breathable and moisture-wicking midweight thermal
underwear set made of soft grid fleece, consisting of
a warm shirt and long johns. The long sleeved shirt
features a turtleneck collar with a chin guard, a
mid-chest zipper, thumbholes and contoured long
tail. The long johns have an elastic waistband and
traditional front fly opening.

Product Ref: KP-UN2-PO-01

TERVEL COMFORTLINE SHIRT
LONG SLEEVE
Lightweight, soft and dynamic long-sleeved shirt
made of Supplex material, with Push & Pull
quick-drying technology and exceptional thermal
and antibacterial properties. Ideal base layer for the
gym and outdoor activities.

Product Ref: COM-1002-MILITARY

£27.95

TERVEL COMFORTLINE LONG BOTTOMS

£22.95

5.11 SUB ZERO LEGGING
Lightweight and warm base layer with a unique
non-compressive design with flat-locked seams
for added comfort, wide elastic waistband, tapered
leg construction as well as moisture-wicking and
anti-microbial finish.

Product Ref: 40151-092

£34.30

Extremely lightweight, soft and effective long
underwear pants made of Supplex material with
Push & Pull and Quick-Dry technologies for optimum
breathability and moisture management. Ideal base
layer for demanding outdoor activities and training.

Product Ref: COM-3001-MELANGE

BASE LAYERS
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PENTAGON KALAHARI HAT
Lightweight boonie hat made of durable Nylon
Ripstop, with adjustable chin strap, wide
reinforced brim, removable neck protector, laser
cut ventilation holes and multiple branch loops
around the crown. Perfect for fishing, camping
or hiking.

Product Ref: K13033-04

£22.00

HELIKON CPU HAT

FROM £11.95

HAZARD 4 SUNTAC TACTICAL
MODULAR SUN HAT
Versatile Ripstop boonie hat with adjustable chin
strap with quick-release buckle, metal mesh air
vents, multiple MOLLE spaced Velcro attachment
points, side press studs and concealed internal
pocket. Great for fishing, camping and travel.

Product Ref: H4-APR-STAC-DKI

£25.95

Redesigned boonie hat with concealed breathable
mesh tunnels, narrow and adjustable brim, elastic
web band around the crown, soft inner sweatband,
adjustable chin strap with cord stopper and Hook
and Loop patch on the top. Efficient protection
against sun and rain for all kinds of outdoor
activities.

Product Ref: KA-CPU-NR-41

HEADWEAR

PENTAGON JUNGLE HAT RIP-STOP
Classic Ripstop Jungle Hat with adjustable chin
strap, metal mesh air vents, IR Velcro patch on the
top, traditional branch holding loops around the
crown and additional utility pocket. Excellent for
hunting, camping and travel.

Product Ref: K13014-51

£10.00
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HELIKON BASEBALL FOLDABLE CAP
Durable baseball cap with mid-depth cut
construction, preformed foldable bill for easy
storage, back Hook and Loop size adjuster,
perforated air holes, Hook and Loop panels on front,
top, back and closure strap, and embroidered Helikon
logo on front panel. Designed for use in hot weather
conditions. One size fits most.

Product Ref: CZ-BBF-PR-12

£10.95

PENTAGON TACTICAL 2.0 BB CAP TWILL
Comfortable tactical baseball cap made of cotton
twill with a classic six-panel construction, hard
wearing double stitched crown,  adjustable buckle
strap at the back, strengthen brim edges, multiple
ventilation holes and three Hook and Loop panels.
Perfect for outdoor, camping and hunting
enthusiasts. One size fits most.

Product Ref: K13025-03

£9.00

PENTAGON RAPTOR BB CAP
Ultra lightweight and quick drying baseball cap with
a traditional six-panel design and base stiffening
plate, an adjustable rear Hook and Loop fastening,
breathable mesh back panel, reinforced brim’s edge
and Hook and Loop panels for customisation. Ideal
for security personnel but also outdoor enthusiasts
and hikers. One size fits most.

Product Ref: K13031-17

£9.00

VIPER ELITE BASEBALL HAT
Comfortable and lightweight baseball cap with Hook
and Loop size adjuster at the back, embroidered
ventilation holes to keep the head cool, soft Hook
and Loop panels on front, top, back and closure
strap, and embroidered Viper logo on the front
panel. Ideal for doorman, guards and all types of
security work. One size fits most.

Product Ref: BVHABASELG

£8.95

HAZARD 4 PMC SS SOFTSHELL
BREATHABLE CONTRACTOR BALL CAP
Tactical modular patrol cap made of breathable and
water resistant Softshell fabric, with Velcro
adjustable back strap, ventilation holes, six Velcro
panels, and retainer lanyard which can be clipped to
the collar for extra security and removed in seconds
if needed. Suitable for rainy or snowy conditions.
One size fits most.

Product Ref: H4-APR-PMCWB-CYT

£23.95

5.11 DOWNRANGE CAP 2.0
Traditional baseball cap with classic 6-panel
construction, dobby mesh rear panels for enhanced
breathability, six embroidered eyelets for ventilation,
integrated A-Flex 4-way stretch sweatband and
updated 5.11 scope logo over loop patch at the
centre front. Exceptional fit and all-day comfort.
One size fits most.

Product Ref: 89416-162

£12.40

HELIKON TACTICAL BASEBALL WINTER CAP SHARK SKIN
Breathable winter baseball cap with a classic six-panel construction and
embroidered air vents, warm inner fleece lining, a size adjuster at the rear
and a set of Hook and Loop panels for ID and morale patches. Designed for
use in cold weather conditions. Mid-depth cut works with a variety of
LE/Mil headgear systems. One size fits most.

Product Ref: CZ-BBW-FS-35

£10.95

HEADWEAR
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JACK PYKE COUNTRYMAN CAP
Traditional flat cap made of silent stealth material.
Breathable, noiseless and waterproof flat cap made
of polyester brushed tricot with laminated
membrane. Perfect for hunting and fishing.

Product Ref: JHACAPEO

£10.95

JACK PYKE CORDUROY FLAT CAP
Classic flat cap made of a durable corduroy fabric
and lined with soft polyester for comfort. Ideal for
hunting, fishing and a general outdoor wear.

Product Ref: JHACAPCDO

£10.95

JACK PYKE FLEECE FIELDMAN HAT
Comfortable and warm hat with a Hook and Loop
chin strap, made of non-pill polyester fleece.
Excellent for hunting and fishing enthusiasts.

Product Ref: JHASKIEO

£11.95

HEADWEAR

HELIKON PCS CAP
Comfortable and lightweight PCS uniform army cap
made according to the British Army specifications with
ventilation holes on sides to keep the head cool. It has a
foldable flap suitable for protecting ears.

Product Ref: CZ-PCS-PT-33

£11.95
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PENTAGON KRYPTIS BALACLAVA
Lightweight and breathable protective balaclava
with micro fleece lining. Two-way stretch fabric
provides the best fit and confidence of wearing.
Excellent choice for professional tasks and outdoor
activities. One size fits most.

Product Ref: K14024-08

£13.00

VIPER COVERT
BALACLAVA
This quick-drying balaclava offers warmth in winter
and cooling in summer and can be used as a neck
gaiter and full-face cover. Ideal for all outdoor
pursuits such as Airsoft, paintball, snowboard,
fishing, hunting, etc. One size fits most.

Product Ref: BVHABALCOCOY

£6.95

HELIKON 1 HOLE BALACLAVA
Made of soft, lightweight and fast-drying cotton
this balaclava easily adapts to the shape of the
face. Ideal for all outdoor winter activities,
paintballing, snowboarding, fishing, hunting, etc.
One size fits all.

Product Ref: CZ-KO1-CO-02

£5.95

CONDOR MULTI-WRAP
Versatile one piece seamless scarf made of
high-tech moisture-wicking polyester microfiber
with excellent thermal properties. Can be easily
transformed into a cap, a headwrap, a face mask or
a headband, etc. Perfect protection from the wind
or the sun. One size fits most.

Product Ref: 212-003

FROM £11.95

MIL-TEC TACTICAL
BALACLAVA
Highly breathable and lightweight, quick-drying
balaclava. Can be used as a neck gaiter or a full-face
balaclava. Excellent comfort when worn under
a helmet. One size fits most.

Product Ref: 12110184

£10.95

MIL-TEC FACE
SCARF
Lightweight and breathable protective headwear
with a triangular shape for full-neck protection.
Excellent choice for professional tasks and outdoor
activities. One size fits most.

Product Ref: 12621084

£7.95

VIPER FAST HELMET
Modular Integrated Communications Helmet (MICH) with OCC-Dial Liner
kit featuring front NV mount, internal dial adjustable headband, quick
release chin/neck strap retention system, internal padding and removable
side-mounted rails. Offers no ballistic protection - not to be used as a
protective or safety helmet. One size fits most.

Product Ref: BVHAFASTMC

FROM £55.95

HEADWEAR
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PENTAGON TACTICAL PLUS 1.75” BELT
Lightweight and sturdy tactical duty belt with
multi-row design, duty 304 Stainless Steel Safety
Buckle, high tensile double nylon webbing, stiffened
plate for additional support for heavy equipment,
and Hook and Loop locking system. Ideal for law
enforcement and casual tasks.

Product Ref: K17060-08WG

£25.00

MIL-TEC US NAVY SEAL BELT 38MM
Tough and hard-wearing, fully adjustable army-style
belt with slide catch buckle system, reinforced at
the end to avoid fraying and matt grey colour metal
fastening with Navy Seal insignia.

Product Ref: 13113801

£10.95

MIL-TEC PARACORD BELT
Multipurpose polyester paracord belt with a durable
matt metal buckle. Perfect for bushcraft, hunting
and camping, cadets and military personnel.

Product Ref: 13117001

£22.95

FIRST TACTICAL RANGE 1.5” BELT
Durable pre-curved tactical belt with a non-metallic
double bar buckle made of high-density polymer,
flip tab near the top of the buckle for easy cinch and
release, two layers of refined high-density webbing,
and cut and heat treated tip for fray resistance. 

Product Ref: 143004-019

£16.95

FIRST TACTICAL BDU 1.75” BELT
Extra durable tactical belt with a low profile and
metal-free polymer double bar buckle, flip-tab
buckle adjustment, pre-curved high-density nylon
webbing for comfort, and cut and heat treated tip
for fray resistance.

Product Ref: 143000-830

£11.95

BELTS

PENTAGON TACTICAL PURE 1.5” BELT
Tactical duty belt with multi-row design for
extended lifespan, strong 304 Stainless Steel
Safety Buckle, Hook and Loop locking system and
stiffened plate for additional support for heavy
gear. Excellent for law enforcement and casual
tasks.

Product Ref: K17061-08WG

£23.00
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MECHANIX WEAR TEMPEST TACTICAL
COMBAT GLOVES
Quality tactical gloves with three-dimensional
patterning, Kevlar thread construction,
high-dexterity, flame resistant and touchscreen
capable goatskin leather palm, and low-profile
closure. Part of Tactical Specialty range. Excellent
for military, law enforcement or security personnel.

MECHANIX WEAR AZIMUTH TACTICAL
COMBAT GLOVES
Touchscreen capable tactical gloves made of flame
resistant Nomex and high-performance goatskin
leather, with gauntlet cuff, EVA foam padded
knuckle guard, Kevlar thread construction and low
profile Hook and Loop closure. Ideal for military
and law enforcement personnel.

Product Ref: TSAZ-55

£64.95

MECHANIX WEAR FASTFIT GLOVES
Lightweight universal tactical gloves with
anatomically designed two-piece synthetic leather
palm, reinforced thumb and index finger, and
snug-fitting elastic cuff. Great for military and law
enforcement professionals, shooting sports and
maintenance repair operations.

Product Ref: MFF-55

FROM £12.95

MECHANIX WEAR RECON TACTICAL
SHOOTING GLOVES
Tactical gloves with hair sheep touchscreen
compatible leather palm, Spandex at the back of the
hand, three-dimensional patterning and pinched
trigger finger for extra comfort. Part of Tactical
Specialty range. Perfect for military and law
enforcement personnel or shooting sports.

Product Ref: TSRE-55

£34.95

Product Ref: TSTM-55

£54.95

MECHANIX WEAR BREACHER
TACTICAL COMBAT GLOVES
Hard-wearing tactical gloves made of flame
resistant Nomex and high-performance goatskin
leather, with TPR knuckle and finger guards, Kevlar
thread construction and D3O internal palm padding.
Part of Tactical Specialty range. Designed for law
enforcement, security and SWAT teams

Product Ref: TSBR-55

£64.95

GLOVES
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FIRST TACTICAL MEN’S
MEDIUM DUTY GLOVE
Midweight and snag proof tactical gloves made of
stretch woven material, with machine washable
Goatskin palm, Pistol Grip Palm design, U-shaped
thumb gusset for superior recoil control, TouchTac
fingertip construction and BezelCuff watch cutout.

FIRST TACTICAL MEN’S MEDIUM
DUTY PADDED GLOVE
Midweight tactical gloves made of snag proof
stretch woven fabric, with machine washable
Goatskin palm, Pistol Grip Palm, non-porous
perforated foam knuckle padding and neoprene
knuckles, U-shaped thumb gusset, TouchTac
fingertip construction and BezelCuff watch cutout.

Product Ref: 150005-019

£24.95

FIRST TACTICAL MEN’S HARD
KNUCKLE GLOVE
Robust midweight tactical gloves made of snag
proof stretch woven fabric, with insulated hidden
TPR knuckle design, machine washable Goatskin
palm, Pistol Grip Palm, non-porous perforated foam
knuckle padding, U-shaped thumb gusset, TouchTac
fingertip construction and BezelCuff watch cutout.

Product Ref: 150007-019

£39.95

FIRST TACTICAL MEN’S LIGHTWEIGHT
PATROL GLOVE
Lightweight and snag proof tactical gloves made of
stretch woven fabric, with machine washable
Goatskin palm, Pistol Grip Palm design, U-shaped
thumb gusset for superior recoil control, TouchTac
fingertip construction and BezelCuff watch cutout.

Product Ref: 150001-019

£24.95

Product Ref: 150003-019

£24.95

GLOVES

MECHANIX WEAR M-PACT GLOVES
Extremely durable multipurpose gloves with
breathable Woodland TrekDry material, synthetic
leather palm with Armortex reinforcement, XRD
open-cell foam palm padding, Thermal Plastic
Rubber (TPR) knuckle and finger guards, and
embossed and textured index finger and thumb.

Product Ref: MPT-77

£29.95
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PENTAGON CHIRONAX GLOVES
Extremely lightweight and breathable tactical
gloves with stretchable spandex fabric body,
Precise Touch Response technology for
trouble-free usage of touchscreen devices,
sheepskin leather palm and knuckles, and
elasticated and secure cuff closure.

PENTAGON TACTICAL STINGER GLOVES
General purpose tactical gloves made of high-quality
suede and breathable stretch fabric, with durable
hard knuckle casing and extra casing to protect
knuckle fingers, ventilated fingers, reinforced
padded palm, grip patches and elastic cuff with
Hook and Loop closure. Excellent for everyday wear.

Product Ref: P20008-01

£26.00

5.11 STATION GRIP GLOVES
Professional tactical gloves made of heavy duty
nylon and ruggedised leather, with four-way
stretch knit back panel, reinforced palm and fingers,
padded knuckles and elastic wrists with Hook and
Loop closure. Perfect for everyday wear.

Product Ref: 59351-092

£22.00

PENTAGON SPECIAL OPS ANTI-CUT
GLOVES
Comfortable and lightweight tactical combat gloves
with Anti-Cut Dyneema inner lining to prevent cuts,
reinforced palm area and finger joints, grip patches
and adjustable with Hook and Loop closure. Perfect
for military, law enforcement personnel and
shooting sports.

Product Ref: P20026-01

£31.00

Product Ref: P20024-01

£17.00

PENTAGON SHORT CUFF PILOT GLOVES
Robust universal gloves made of fire resistant DuPont
Nomex knitted fabric and high-quality goatskin leather,
with short protective cuff, reinforced stitching on the
palm, elasticated wrist and embroidered Pentagon
logo. Ideal for everyday tactical tasks.

Product Ref: P20001-03

£19.00

GLOVES
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CONDOR STRYKER PADDED
KNUCKLE GLOVES
Universal tactical gloves with synthetic leather palm
with reinforcement and padding, two-way stretch
spandex backhand, high-density padded knuckles,
silicone anti-slip treatment finger tips and Hook
and Loop cuffs. Ideal for Airsoft and shooting 
sports.

MIL-TEC TACTICAL GLOVES
LEATHER / KEVLAR
Lightweight and durable tactical gloves made with
goatskin leather and Aramid Kevlar, with removable
plastic knuckles protectors, reinforced finger joints,
double stitching in stress points and adjustable
cuffs with Hook and Loop fastening. Great for
Airsoft players and combat activities.

Product Ref: 12504219

£24.95

MIL-TEC COMBAT TOUCH GLOVES
Lightweight and fast-drying tactical gloves with
short cuff design, reinforced fingers, ventilated
palms and fingers, and adjustable Hook and Loop
cuffs. Allow handling touchscreen devices thanks
to touchscreen inserts on index finger and thumb.
Excellent for everyday wear.

Product Ref: 12521101

£12.95

WILEY X PALADIN COLD WEATHER
GLOVES
Quality combat gloves with Drifire fleece insulation,
Kevlar weave throughout fingers and back of the
hand, leather reinforcements, and adjustable cuffs.
Flame and cut resistant. These gloves are perfect for
military and law enforcement professionals.

Product Ref: WX-G601

£64.95

Product Ref: 226-007

£22.95

GLOVES

HELIKON UTL TACTICAL GLOVES
Lightweight and heavy-duty full finger tactical combat
gloves with embossed neoprene outer side, flexible,
non-slip PU finish on the inner side, a special porous
material on the palm, reinforced knuckles with
Impact Gel, and elastic cuffs with Hook and Loop
closure.

Product Ref: RK-UTL-PU-01

£19.90
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PENTAGON ACHILLES 8” TACTICAL
BOOTS DINTEX
Durable and lightweight tactical boots made of
long-lasting action leather and 1200D nylon
Ripstop with 4000mm Dintex water-resistant
membrane, breathable Coolmax inner lining,
comfortable inner padding, removable Ortholite
insole, rubberised toe cap and heel, and seven
eyelets. Excellent for tactical operations or hiking
and hunting.

HIGHLANDER ELITE FORCES BOOTS
Comfortable combat leather boots made of genuine
leather with waterproof and breathable membrane,
EVA padded shock absorbing footbed, internal steel
shank for greater support on rough terrain,
PU/Rubber outsole for a better grip, padded ankle
collar and tongue for comfort, and non-reflective
metal speed lacing system. Excellent for rugged
outdoors.

Product Ref: FOT144-BN

£79.95

MIL-TEC ARMY SNEAKERS
Comfortable and fashionable army-inspired
high-top sneakers with durable polycotton
Ripstop upper and white rubber sole. Ideal for
everyday wear.

Product Ref: 12887021

£24.95
Product Ref: K15028-01-D

£106.50

PENTAGON ACHILLES 6”
TREKKING BOOTS
Strong and lightweight trekking boots made of suede
leather and 1200D nylon with 4000mm Dintex
water-resistant membrane, breathable Coolmax inner
lining and comfortable inner padding, rubberised toe
cap and heel, removable Ortholite insole and six eyelets.
Great for outdoor actives such as hiking, trekking or
hunting.

Product Ref: K15027-03

£97.50
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http://www.military1st.co.uk/k15027-03-pentagon-achilles-6-trekking-boots-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/k15028-01-d-pentagon-achilles-8-tactical-boots-dintex-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/fot144-bn-highlander-elite-forces-boots-brown.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/12887021-mil-tec-army-sneakers-flecktarn-.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/k15027-03-pentagon-achilles-6-trekking-boots-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


MAGNUM UNIFORCE 6.0 BOOTS
Robust and comfortable tactical boots with Action
Leather and mesh upper for the ultimate
performance, and high traction, slip and oil resistant
rubber outsole for maximum grip. Moreover, PVC
toe bumper provides added protection, while padded
collar and tongue offer extra comfort, and rustproof
hardware - easy maintenance.

MAGNUM UNIFORM SERVICE
TRAINERS M.U.S.T.
Durable tactical trainers with breathable mesh
upper construction, an anti-bacterial lining,
synthetic overlays, 3M reflective panels, saddle
support system, shock absorbing flared CMEVA
midsole, and padded foam collar and tongue.
Perfect for outdoor action sports or general fitness.

Product Ref: M800946-021

£53.95

MAGNUM LYNX 8.0 BOOTS
Lightweight combat boots made of robust
Magnashield Leather and Nylon, with non-metallic
and scanner safe composite shank, fast-wicking
lining, high traction rubber outsole, EVA midsole
and insole, padded foam contoured collar and
blucher lacing system. Certified to European
Standard EN ISO 20347:2012 OB E FO SRA.

Product Ref: M801199-021

£69.95
Product Ref: M801331-087-01

£65.00

FOOTWEAR

MAGNUM STRIKE FORCE 8.0
SIDE ZIP WATERPROOF BOOTS
Exceptional tactical boots with leather upper,
durable mesh panels and fast-wicking lining, high
traction, slip and oil resistant Michelin outsole for
maximum grip, Armourgel ankle, PU foam insole
and compression moulded Recoil midsole for
impact and shock absorption as well as scanner safe,
non-metallic composite shank and hardware.

Product Ref: M801395-021-01

£99.99
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9mJIyJ55Ik&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h-QR7KIb7Rc&feature=youtu.be
http://www.military1st.co.uk/m801395-021-01-magnum-strike-force-8.0-side-zip-waterproof-boots-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/m801331-087-01-magnum-uniforce-6.0-boots-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/m800946-021-magnum-uniform-service-trainers-m.u.s.t.-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/m801199-021-magnum-lynx-8.0-boots-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/m801395-021-01-magnum-strike-force-8.0-side-zip-waterproof-boots-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


BRANDIT GERMAN ARMY
MOUNTAIN BOOTS
Lightweight and comfortable combat boots with
quality leather upper and Thinsulate lining, high
traction anti-slip rubber sole, removable insoles,
reinforced toe cap and heel, padded tongue and
additional soft padding to protect ankles, and
8-point lacing design. Perfect for everyday
outdoor use.

BRANDIT TACTICAL BOOTS
Durable and breathable tactical boots with leather
and Cordura Nylon upper, warm Thinsulate thermal
inner lining, slip resistant rubber outsole, reinforced
toe cap and heel, padded collar and nine eyelets for
a custom fit. Perfect choice for everyone who is
looking for military quality footwear designed for
demanding situations.

Product Ref: 9010-2

£44.95

BRANDIT COMBAT PARA BOOTS
WITH FAUX FUR
Robust military boots with full grain Leather upper,
warm faux fur inner lining, steel toe cap, reinforced
heel, oil resistant rubber sole, contrast sole
stitching, and nine durable metal loops for a better
fit. Ideal for everyday outdoor use, cadets and
security personnel during colder seasons.

Product Ref: 9037-2

£54.95
Product Ref: 9038-2

£69.95

BRANDIT OUTDOOR TRAIL
MID CUT BOOTS
Durable and lightweight trail boots with suede
leather upper and warm inner lining, corrugated
rubber sole, padded upper shaft, strengthened
protective toe cap, removable foam insole for added
shock absorption, and six eyelets for a custom fit.
Excellent for all kinds of outdoor activities such as
hiking, trekking or hunting.

Product Ref: 9036-70

£45.95
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http://www.military1st.co.uk/9036-70-brandit-outdoor-trail-midcut-boots-camel.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/9038-2-brandit-german-army-mountain-boots-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/9010-2-brandit-tactical-boots-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/9037-2-brandit-combat-para-boots-with-faux-fur-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/9036-70-brandit-outdoor-trail-midcut-boots-camel.htm?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


JACK PYKE TUNDRA BOOT
Robust and ultra lightweight hunting boots in
English Oak camouflage with 900D Cordura upper,
waterproof and breathable hydroguard membrane,
Thinsulate insulation, rubber toe cover, padded
tongue and heel technology. Perfect for hunting,
wildlife photography and fishing when you need to
blend into the surrounding area.

VIPER TACTICAL SNEAKER
Viper Tactical Sneaker is a lightweight and comfortable
combat boot, with durable Cordura sides and tongue
and quality suede finish. It features enduring
high-traction EVA rubber outsole for maximum grip,
reinforced neck, side air vents for enhanced air
circulation, and three eyelets and two D-loops for
speed lacing.

Product Ref: BVBOOSNCOY

£39.95

MIL-TEC SWAT COMBAT BOOTS
Durable yet lightweight combat boots with leather
and breathable Cordura upper, Thinsulate lining,
Cambrella insole, slip and oil resistant stitched
rubber outsole, reinforced heel, padded collar for
extra support around the ankle, and rustproof
hardware. Perfect for all kinds of outdoor actives.

Product Ref: 12827000

£44.95
Product Ref: JBOOTUNCAM

£69.95

FOOTWEAR

JACK PYKE HUNTERS BOOTS
Waterproof hunting boots with full grain leather
upper, breathable hydroguard membrane, Thinsulate
insulation, odour resistant Agion antimicrobial
treatment, Vibram trek rubber sole, high rubber
rand for all terrain protection, padded tongue and
heel technology as well as speed lace system.

Product Ref: JBOOHUN

£119.95
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9L3xw4dQWiE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJwx9ZF-wwM&feature=youtu.be
http://www.military1st.co.uk/jboohun-jack-pyke-hunters-boots-brown.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/jbootuncam-jack-pyke-tundra-boots-english-oak.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/bvboosncoy-viper-tactical-sneaker-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/12827000-mil-tec-swat-combat-boots-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/jboohun-jack-pyke-hunters-boots-brown.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


1000 MILE SUPPORT SOCK
1000 Mile Support Sock provides steady support
and compression for stiff, weak or sore ankles.
The addition of Tactel in the fabric offers moisture
management for fresh and dry feet, while flat toe
seam guarantees supreme comfort.

1000 MILE CROSS SPORT SOCK
Soft and moisture-wicking sock with padded strike
zones, lightly supportive ankle structure, ventilated
mid-foot for breathability, and arch bracing for
additional support. Keeps feet comfortable, cool
and dry, reducing friction and irritation at the
same time.

Product Ref: 2100G

£8.95

1000 MILE BREEZE LITE SOCK
Breathable and lightweight sock with double layer
construction of NILIT BREEZE fibres and ultra-soft
liner, multiple ventilation zones, padded heel and
toe areas and braced arch for custom fit and
support. Provides relief to skin irritation and
prevents blisters.

Product Ref: 2010W

£10.95
Product Ref: 2020W

£10.95

1000 MILE BREEZE ANKLET
Made from unique NILIT BREEZE fibres, the sock
features ventilation mesh for breathability, padded
zones on heel and toe areas, and arch bracing for
firm grip and support. Best for keeping feet cool
and comfortable during strenuous activity.

1000 MILE ULTIMATE TACTEL
TRAINER LINER SOCK
Ultimate liner sock with double layer construction
of moisture wicking inner Tactel layer and moisture
absorbing outer layer, with top vents for
breathability, braced arch for support, and unique
Heel Power technology that grips the heel firmly
in place.

Product Ref: 1548R

£8.49

1000 MILE ULTIMATE LIGHTWEIGHT
WALKING SOCK
Durable sock with innovative design and material
technology, unique double layer construction of
moisture-wicking inner Tactel layer and moisture
absorbing Merino Wool-mix outer layer, braced arch
and flat toe seam.

Product Ref: 3195M

£11.99
Product Ref: 2014W

£10.95

1000 MILE ULTIMATE
COMPRESSION SOCK
1000 Mile Compression Socks come with Tactel rich
wicking yarn, padded heel, ball and toe zones, ankle
and arch support and ergonomic toe with left/right
labelling. Minimise muscle fatigue and swelling, enabling
faster recovery following exercise or injury.

Product Ref: 2018W

£13.95
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1000 MILE DIABETIC SOCK
Diabetic sock with extra-wide comfort top for
increased blood flow, ergonomic non-binding
shaped leg, thin top panel to prevent overheating,
smooth toe seam, and cushioned sole for added
comfort. Offers absolute comfort and enhanced
protection against blistering.

Product Ref: 2030W

£11.95

http://www.military1st.co.uk/2018w-1000-mile-ultimate-compression-sock-white.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/2030w-1000-mile-diabetic-sock-white.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/2020w-1000-mile-support-sock-white.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/2100g-1000-mile-cross-sport-sock-white-yellow.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/2010w-1000-mile-breeze-lite-sock-white.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/2014w-1000-mile-breeze-anklet-blue.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/1548r-1000-mile-ultimate-tactel-trainer-liner-sock-royal.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/3195m-1000-mile-ultimate-lightweight-walking-sock-moss.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


HIGHLANDER BAMBOO
TREKKING SOCK
Lightweight and comfortable sock with
anti-bacterial and anti-fungal properties, with
braced arch and ankle, flat lock toe seam, and
padded heel and toe. Leaves the feet dry and odour
free. Ideal for everyday wear or any outdoor
activity.

5.11 ABR TRAINING SOCKS
Made from high-performance polyester with copper
thread for antimicrobial properties, 5.11 ABR
Training Socks feature multiple cushioning and
compression zones, compression arch band,
breathable upper weave and a tab-top cuff.
Excellent for training and casual wear.

Product Ref: 10031-472

£8.80

WISPORT WINTER TREKKING SOCKS
Warm and breathable winter socks with anatomical
shape, soft lining in all critical places, and wide
cuffs with carefully selected flexibility, proper
enforcements and flat seams around the fingers.
Keep feet warm and dry even in the extreme
weather conditions.

Product Ref: WIN-TREK-BL-GR

£9.95
Product Ref: SOC124-BK

£9.99

HELIKON MEDIUMWEIGHT SOCKS
Mediumweight socks with professionally-worked
out composition of fabrics and anatomic
construction that guarantee maximum comfort and
the best possible protection of the feet even in
case of intensive and long-lasting use.

MFH EXTRA WARM SOCKS LONG
Comfortable and warm, classic long sock made of
full terry cloth. Perfect for a vast variety of outdoor
activities, fishing, hiking and camping.

Product Ref: 13653M

£9.95

JACK PYKE
HARLEQUIN SHOOTING SOCKS
Comfortable and warm full-length classic shooting
socks with an attractive chequered design.
Complete with matching garter. 

Product Ref: JSOSHG

£18.50
Product Ref: SK-MWT-WA-01

£11.95
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PENTAGON PIONEER LIGHT
TREKKING SOCKS
Lightweight and breathable socks with Coolmax
technology, air ventilation channels, heel, sole
and toe reinforcements, and flatlock stitching.
Offer maximum comfort and the best protection
for the feet.

Product Ref: K14022-08

£7.00

HIGHLANDER EXPLORER
COOLMAX HIKING SOCK
Comfortable and lightweight sock with
NANO GLIDE technology, PTFE micro-channels,
unique Coolmax fibres, braced arch and ankle,
padded heel, achilles and toe, and flat lock toe seam.
Designed for trekking, intensive sports or summer walking.

Product Ref: SOC127-G/B

£9.95

http://www.military1st.co.uk/k14022-08-pentagon-pioneer-light-trekking-socks-sage.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/soc127-gb-highlander-explorer-coolmax-hiking-sock-grey-blue.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/soc124-bk-highlander-bamboo-trekking-sock-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/win-trek-bl-gr-wisport-winter-trekking-socks-blackgrey.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/10031-472-5.11-abr-training-socks-lava.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/sk-mwt-cm-01-helikon-mediumweight-socks.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/13653m-mfh-extra-warm-socks-long-grey.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/jsoshg-jack-pyke-harlequin-shooting-socks-greengold.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


JACK PYKE SHIRES
WELLINGTON BOOT
Waterproof boots with a rubber upper and sole,
gusset with strap and soft cotton lining. Perfect
for everyday wear, gardening and dog walking,
hunting and fishing, or camping and festivals.

BRANDIT RAINBOOT
Waterproof rubber boots with warm teddy fleece
lining. Perfect for everyday wear, camping and
festivals, gardening, dog walking, hunting or
fishing.

Product Ref: 9039-2

£25.95

VIPER TACTICAL BOOT BAG
Durable footwear bag with collapsible flat design,
removable mesh floor, top and side mesh vents,
front zip pocket and adjustable and removable
shoulder strap. Isolates boots from packed clothing.
Suitable for most boots.

Product Ref: BVBAGBOOCOY

£26.95
Product Ref: JBOOWSHG

£29.95

WISPORT YETI GAITERS
Robust gaiters with full-length zipper and Hook
and Loop storm flap with press stud, front laces
hook for added security, upper with elastic
drawcord and cord lock, elasticated calf and ankle
section for a close fit and adjustable Kevlar
underfoot cord. Protect boots, pants and legs
against snow, mud, sand, water and ticks.

ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE ADVANCED
ULTIMATE COMPRESSION ANKLE
SUPPORT
Provides level 3 support and has also been specially
designed utilising a seamless circular knit to give
compressive support to unstable ankles. It can help
with rehabilitation and recovery from load related
pain, moderate ligament and tendon injuries.

Product Ref: 5170

£29.95

ULTIMATE PERFORMANCE
ELASTIC LACES
Adjustable stretchy laces made of durable and
elastic bungee cord with spring-loaded quick
release lock. Offer firm, secure and comfortable fit.
Perfect for all styles of running shoes, trainers or
casual lace-ups.

Product Ref: 6730G

£5.79
Product Ref: YETI-PLW

£26.95
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http://www.military1st.co.uk/jboowshg-jack-pyke-shires-wellington-boots-green.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/9039-2-brandit-rainboots-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/bvbagboocoy-viper-tactical-boot-bag-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/yeti-plw-wisport-yeti-gaiters-polish-woodland.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/5170-ultimate-performance-advanced-ultimate-compression-ankle-support-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/6730g-ultimate-performance-elastic-laces-silver-grey.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


PENTAGON HIPPOKRATES 
FIRST AID KIT
A must have first aid kit with U-shaped two-way
zipper, main compartment with inner zip mesh
pocket and four elasticated loops, and double
stitching on stress points. Essential during every
outdoor activity. Ideal for hiking, camping and
fishing. Can be worn vertically or horizontally.

PENTAGON CB POUCH
Extremely durable and practical pouch designed to
fit most standard-sized smartphones and radios
(up to 6” height). Comes with elastic retention
strap with genuine UTX DuraFlex buckle, adjustable
Velcro side straps, Velcro belt strap, and
high-quality PRYM snaps.

Product Ref: K16062-01

£11.50

PENTAGON SINGLE POINT GUN
LANYARD
Secure and reliable single point rifle sling with dual
bungee design, quick length adjustment, snap hook
adapter protected with an elastic tube, high impact
plastic slides and genuine UTX Duraflex Stealth
buckle. Perfect for using with a rifle or a sub
machine gun.

Product Ref: K17043-06

£12.00
Product Ref: K19029-07

£15.95

PENTAGON KYVOS UTILITY POUCH
Handheld sturdy organiser pouch made of strong
Cordura Nylon with genuine two-way YKK zipper,
multiple internal elastic bands, spacious mesh
pocket and padded back. Can be carried in a pocket
or simply attached to most MOLLE panels.

Product Ref: K16084-03

£14.00
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PENTAGON ZEUS PLATE CARRIER
Low profile tactical plate carrier made of 500D nylon
for large and small plates. It comes with laser cut
MOLLE webbing, chest utility pocket, 3D mesh padding,
4-point Stealth DuraFlex buckles, and emergency
quick release & re-assembly system. Comfortable and
breathable, designed for long hour usage.

Product Ref: K20006-50

£106.50

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekACoGqflTM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Icsqhr0cZtw&feature=youtu.be
http://www.military1st.co.uk/k20006-50-pentagon-zeus-plate-carrier-pentacamo.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/k16084-03-pentagon-kyvos-utility-pouch-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/k19029-07-pentagon-hippokrates-first-aid-kit-red.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/k16062-01-pentagon-cb-pouch-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/k17043-06-pentagon-single-point-gun-lanyard-olive.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


HELIKON MODULAR INDIVIDUAL
MED KIT
Practical med kit with Hook and Loop secured
insert, reflective paramedic cross and two straps
at the back for easy attachment to any MOLLE
compatible vest or rucksack. Designed to
accommodate first aid kits and other essential
tools. Part of Helikon’s Medical Line.

HELIKON URBAN ADMIN POUCH

£30.40

HELIKON BRASS ROLL POUCH
A multipurpose foldable dump pouch with stiffened
open top for effortless access and Hook and Loop
tab for easy rolling. It can be quickly fixed to the
tactical belt or MOLLE-compatible vest, bag and
rucksack. It is an excellent solution for ammo
retention or general storage.

Product Ref: MO-U04-CD-72

£22.90
Product Ref: MO-M02-CD-72

£37.40

Large tactical gear carrier made of durable Cordura
Nylon with internal pockets, sleeves and elastic
retainers, removable insert and MOLLE compatible
attachments at the back. Designed to accommodate
travel documents, tools and accessories. Part of
Helikon’s Outback Line.

Product Ref: MO-O03-CD-72

HELIKON NAVTEL POUCH
Durable and lightweight, MOLLE compatible utility
pouch with a padded main compartment and front
pocket, both with gloves-friendly pull tabs, elastic
retainers and loops, and large loop panel for ID
patches. Can be mounted horizontally or vertically
and it is ideal for smartphones, GPS devices and
other small items.

HELIKON GENERAL PURPOSE
CARGO POUCH

£14.90

HELIKON E&E POUCH
Strong and functional, lightly padded multipurpose
pocket with 2L capacity, weather resistant flap and
MOLLE webbing. Perfect organiser for essential
tools and accessories can be easily attached to any
belt, MOLLE backpack or vest. Part of Helikon’s
Bushcraft Line.

Product Ref: MO-U03-CD-34

£27.90
Product Ref: MO-O08-CD-72

£17.90

Classic cargo pouch with internal Hook and Loop
panel for inserts, elastic webbing to hold larger
items and a lanyard loop for fixing small accessories.
It can be quickly attached to the tactical belt or any
MOLLE-compatible vest, bag and backpack, and it is
an excellent solution for general storage.

Product Ref: MO-U05-CD-72
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http://www.military1st.co.uk/mo-m02-cd-72-helikon-modular-individual-med-kit-kryptek-highlander.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/mo-o03-cd-72-helikon-urban-admin-pouch-kryptek-highlander.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/mo-u04-cd-72-helikon-brass-roll-pouch-kryptek-highlander.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/mo-o08-cd-72-helikon-navtel-pouch-kryptek-highlander.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/mo-u05-cd-72-helikon-general-purpose-cargo-pouch-kryptek-highlander.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/mo-u03-cd-34-helikon-eande-pouch-multicam.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


VIPER LAZER SMALL UTILITY POUCH
Compact vertical utility pouch with single main
storage compartment with clamshell zip opening,
glove-friendly pull tabs, Lazer MOLLE front and
MOLLE attachments at the back. Ideal for Airsoft,
paintball or shooting range.

VIPER ELITE MAG POUCH
Robust magazine pouch made of 600D Cordura
Nylon with adjustable bungee retention, open top
quick-release and MOLLE attachments. Fits a
variety of mag sizes. Perfect for Airsoft and
shooting sports.

Product Ref: BVPELMVCAM

£9.95

VIPER TACTICAL LEG HOLSTER
RIGHT HAND
Lightly padded versatile tactical drop leg holster
with low profile right-handed design, integrated
single magazine pouch, wide belt strap and two
elastic leg straps, both with quick release buckles.
Ideal for Airsoft and shooing range.

Product Ref: BVHTACRVCAM

£14.95
Product Ref: BVLPUTSVCAM

£8.45

VIPER ELITE CARRIER
Compact, lightweight and comfortable plate carrier
with front and rear armour compartments and
MOLLE webbing panels, adjustable padded shoulder
straps, padded Ventex interior lining and large front
Velcro ID panel with MOLLE. Perfect for Airsoft and
paintball.

Product Ref: BVMCARELVCAM

£35.95
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VIPER LAZER SPECIAL OPS PLATE CARRIER
Lightweight tactical vest made of 600D Cordura, with front & rear
armour compartments, Lazer MOLLE webbing panels, padded shoulder
straps with hydration bladder hose loops & shock band strapping, 3 mag
pouches with bungee retention, admin pocket with internal elastic loops
& padded Ventex interior lining. Perfect for rapid response situations,
Airsoft or paintball. Plates not included.

Product Ref: BVPCARSOPSVCAM

£64.95

http://www.military1st.co.uk/bvpcarsopsvcam-viper-lazer-special-ops-plate-carrier-v-cam.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/bvmcarelvcam-viper-elite-carrier-v-cam.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/bvlputsvcam-viper-lazer-small-utility-pouch-v-cam.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/bvpelmvcam-viper-elite-mag-pouch-v-cam.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/bvhtacrvcam-viper-tactical-leg-holster-right-hand-v-cam.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


CONDOR ENFORCER RELEASABLE
PLATE CARRIER
Enduring tactical vest with front document pocket,
adjustable shoulder straps with removable anti-slip
pads, padded mesh interior lining, updated
cummerbund design, robust webbing for modular
attachments, efficient Quick-Release system and
emergency drag handle.

CONDOR CROSSDRAW VEST

£69.95

CONDOR VANQUISH PLATE CARRIER
Versatile and customisable, low profile plate carrier
system with front document pocket, adjustable
shoulder straps with detachable shoulder pads,
easy access plate pockets and removable buckles
for attachments (female end).

Product Ref: 201079

£61.95
Product Ref: 201147

£102.95

Robust tactical vest with six mag pouches, one shell
pouch, two internal zipper pockets, cross draw pistol
holster, two hook and loop panels, mesh back for
ventilation, heavyweight webbing for modular
attachments, built-in shock stop and emergency
drag handle. Pistol belt included.

Product Ref: CV-498

CONDOR VAS RECON MAG POUCH
Robust mag pouch compatible with Vanquish
Armor System. Holds up to six M4 magazines and
six pistol magazines.

CONDOR UNIVERSAL RIFLE
MAG POUCH

FROM £16.95

CONDOR UNIVERSAL TQ POUCH
MOLLE compatible utility pocket with quick access
design, protective flap with durable Hypalon pull tab,
an elasticated holder, removable, vertical belt
attachment, and extra loop for additional
attachments. Can be mounted in horizontal or
vertical position.

Product Ref: 191112-003

£10.95
Product Ref: 221141

£33.95

Strong rifle mag pouch with dual flap closing
features, Hook and Loop silencing cover, reinforced
stitching and built-in drainage grommet. Attaches
to any MOLLE/PALS platform. Fits most
AR10/LR-308, M14, FAL, AK, M4/M16,
HK417/416, G36, etc.

Product Ref: 191128
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WcrG5h6B9E4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G7s8GtamRRc&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G7s8GtamRRc&feature=youtu.be
http://www.military1st.co.uk/201147-001-l-condor-enforcer-releasable-plate-carrier-olive-drab.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/cv-001-condor-crossdraw-vest-olive-drab.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/201079-498-condor-vanquish-plate-carrier-coyote-brown.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/221141-001-condor-vas-recon-mag-pouch-olive-drab.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/191128-001-condor-universal-rifle-mag-pouch-olive-drab.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/191112-003-condor-universal-tq-pouch-tan.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


FIRST TACTICAL TACTIX 6X10
UTILITY POUCH
Tough utility pouch made of water-resistant 500D
texturized nylon with an internal mesh pocket and
four hooked platform attachments. Perfect for
storing smaller gear, larger tools, electronics,
camera or general food items.

FIRST TACTICAL TACTIX 9X6
UTILITY POUCH

£22.95

FIRST TACTICAL TACTIX
MEDIA POUCH
Robust media pouch made of 500D texturized
nylon with HD foam sleeve, convenient Hook and
Loop closure and two hooked Lynx Laser Cut
Platform attachments. Perfect for storing phone
and other electronic devices.

Product Ref: 180017-830

£12.95
Product Ref: 180014-830

£22.95

Durable utility pouch built of water-resistant 500D
texturized nylon with internal mesh pocket and
four hooked platform attachments. Excellent for
storing smaller gear, tools, maps, and notepads.

Product Ref: 180013-060

FIRST TACTICAL TACTIX BOTTLE
POUCH 1.0L
Robust 1L water bottle pouch made of 500D
texturized nylon with HD foam sleeve and double
hooks. Can be easily attached to any of the larger
First Tactical bags or packs.

FIRST TACTICAL TACTIX
EYEWEAR POUCH

£15.95

FIRST TACTICAL TACTIX 3X6
UTILITY POUCH
Strong utility pouch constructed of water-resistant
500D texturized nylon with removable and
reversible foam sleeve and two hooked platform
attachments. Ideal for storing short, narrow tools
and camera/GPS items.

Product Ref: 180016-019

£17.95
Product Ref: 180020-060

£15.95

Durable pouch made of 500D texturized nylon
with hard foam sleeve and quick pull-out lens
cloth designed to guard both frames and lenses.

Product Ref: 180019-830
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xxRVwoIWzj0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xxRVwoIWzj0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHMXu-begZ4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbixcz6UNwQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p17UvWMo3A4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xxRVwoIWzj0&feature=youtu.be
http://www.military1st.co.uk/180014-830-first-tactical-tactix-6x10-utility-pouch-od-green.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/180013-060-first-tactical-tactix-9x6-utility-pouch-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/180017-830-first-tactical-tactix-media-pouch-large-od-green.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/180020-060-first-tactical-tactix-bottle-pouch-1.0l-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/180019-830-first-tactical-tactix-eyewear-pouch-od-green.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/180016-019-first-tactical-tactix-3x6-utility-pouch-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


MAXPEDITION DAILY
ESSENTIALS POUCH
Daily Essentials Pouch comes with padded main
compartment with greyscale interior, front zip
pocket, laser-cut ATLAS attachment lattice system
on front, and two TacTie PJ5C Polymer joining clips
for secure attachment to MOLLE gear or belts. Part
of Maxpedition AGR line.

MAXPEDITION PHONE UTILITY POUCH

£36.95

MAXPEDITION RADIO POUCH
Fully adjustable radio pouch with top bungee
retention with silent anti-break Duraflex Xlite
quick-release buckle, laser-cut TPU-840D Nylon
composite attachment backing, and single TacTie
PJC3 Polymer joining clip. Part of Maxpedition
AGR line.

Product Ref: RDPTAN

£32.95
Product Ref: DEPTAN

£41.95

Adjustable and padded utility pouch made of
abrasion resistant lightweight 1000D Ballistic Nylon,
with zipped main compartment, front smartphone
pocket, laser-cut TPU-840D Nylon composite
attachment backing and two TacTie PJC3 Polymer
joining clips. Part of Maxpedition AGR line.

Product Ref: PUPTAN

MAXPEDITION MINI POCKET
ORGANIZER
Handy everyday carry organiser made of 1050D
Ballistic Nylon, with a clamshell opening, practical
main compartment, carry handle and three rows
two channels PALs attachment webbing at the
back. MOLLE compatible.

MAXPEDITION 10” X 4”
BOTTLE HOLDER

£42.95

MAXPEDITION SINGLE SHEATH POUCH
Single sheath pouch with adjustable Hook and Loop
flap closure and elastic retention, laser-cut
TPU-840D Nylon composite attachment backing
and single TacTie PJC3 Polymer joining clip. Unique
“pull out the content” flap design lifts content up.
Part of Maxpedition AGR line.

Product Ref: SESTAN

£22.95
Product Ref: 0259K

£20.95

Durable bottle holder with a padded main
compartment, front zip pocket and top and front
Velcro field for patches and easy identification.
Designed to carry water bottles, metal water
canisters and similar hydration containers, but can
also be used as safe camera lens pocket.

Product Ref: 0325K
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iw3Ijtqkboo&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rD2KnJbBQaw&feature=youtu.be
http://www.military1st.co.uk/deptan-maxpedition-daily-essentials-pouch-tan.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/puptan-maxpedition-phone-utility-pouch-tan.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/rdptan-maxpedition-radio-pouch-tan.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/0259k-maxpedition-mini-pocket-organizer-khaki.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/0325k-maxpedition-10-x-4-bottle-holder-khaki.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/sestan-maxpedition-single-sheath-pouch-tan.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


MIL-TEC ULTIMATE ASSAULT VEST
Fully featured adjustable tactical vest with a capacity
of holding up to twelve M4/M16 magazines in the
front ammo pockets. It comes with breathable mesh
body, versatile ammo and utility pockets, hydration
pocket and two large mesh zip pockets, internal
padded holster, and rescue grip on the back.

Product Ref: 10712049

£36.95

MIL-TEC WATER PACK BASIC MOLLE
Quality hydration pack with 3 litres capacity, leak
proof and taste free water bladder, equipped with
MOLLE webbing that allows attaching extra
pouches if needed, and adjustable shoulder straps
with D-rings and removable chest strap.

MIL-TEC SHOULDER HOLSTER
CORDURA

£16.95

MIL-TEC KNEE PADS
Quality knee pads with elastic Hook and Loop
fasteners for optimal adjustment and quick donning
and doffing. Perfect for all sports and outdoor
activities such as Airsoft and paintball, hunting and
shooting games as well as skateboarding, roller
blading and roller skating.

Product Ref: 16231049

£13.95
Product Ref: 14537105

£24.95

Shoulder holster with vertical support and
horizontal pulling way. Suitable for left and right
handed. It comes with double mag pocket with Hook
and Loop closure, elastic belt loops, and shoulder
pad with breathable air mesh.

Product Ref: 16131005
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MIL-TEC USMC TACTICAL VEST
Adjustable tactical vest made of durable polyester mesh,
with two triple mag pouches, three utility pockets, inner
mesh zip pockets and universal holster, central zipper
and buckles, a rear panel with sturdy horizontal strap
loops for extra attachments, rescue handle and tactical
belt included.

Product Ref: 10720005

FROM £46.95

http://www.military1st.co.uk/10720005-mil-tec-usmc-tactical-vest-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/10712049-mil-tec-ultimate-assault-vest-multitarn.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/14537105-mil-tec-water-pack-basic-molle-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/16131005-mil-tec-shoulder-holster-cordura-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/16231049-mil-tec-knee-pads-multitarn.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


FLYYE NEW MOLLE LT6094 VEST
Adjustable plate carrier made of durable Invista
1000D Cordura Nylon with padded shoulder straps,
concealed rear adjustment in cummerbund style
side panels, front utility pouch, and front, back and
side compartments. Perfect choice for Airsoft and
paintball.

FLYYE LAW ENF CHEST RIG

FROM £57.95

FLYYE ACCESSORIES POUCH
Practical multipurpose pocket made of enduring
Cordura Nylon with one main compartment with a
number of useful elastic bands, a drainage hole at
the bottom, YKK pull zipper closure and UTX snaps.
Perfect for storing technician first aid kit and
essential tools as well as spare magazines.

Product Ref: FY-PH-C007-FG

FROM £19.95
Product Ref: FY-VT-M025-FG

FROM £137.95

Robust and water-resistant chest rig with three
magazine pockets and large map pocket, adjustable
shoulder straps and waist belt with quick-release
buckles. Ideal for Airsoft, paintball and shooting
range.

Product Ref: FY-VT-C011-FG

FLYYE DOUBLE M4/M16 MAGAZINE
POUCH VER. FE MOLLE
Double M4/M16 magazine pouch made of tough
and waterproof Invista 1000D Cordura Nylon with
two compartments with drainage holes, Hook and
Loop flaps, non-slip pull tabs and elasticated
securing loops. Can be quickly attached to any
MOLLE-webbed vest or rucksack.

FLYYE DOUBLE 9MM MAGAZINE
POUCH VER. FE MOLLE

FROM £15.39

FLYYE WATER BOTTLE POUCH MOLLE
Sturdy water bottle pouch made of Invista 1000D
Cordura Nylon with one compartment with
drawstring neck and vented mesh base. Can be
quickly attached to any MOLLE-webbed vests, bags
and rucksacks. Excellent for Airsoft, paintball or
hiking and travel.

Product Ref: FY-PH-C001-FG

FROM £13.95
Product Ref: FY-PH-M018-FG

FROM £18.95

Made of durable and waterproof Invista 1000D
Cordura Nylon, this double 9mm mag pouch holds
two M9 Beretta or two Sig 226 magazines and is an
essential part of the MOLLE system. Can be easily
attached to any tactical belt or MOLLE-webbed vests,
bags and rucksacks.

Product Ref: FY-PH-P005-FG
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http://www.military1st.co.uk/fy-vt-m025-fg-flyye-new-molle-lt6094-vest-a-tacs-fg.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/fy-vt-c011-fg-flyye-law-enf-chest-rig-a-tacs-fg.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
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http://www.military1st.co.uk/fy-ph-m018-fg-flyye-double-m4m16-magazine-pouch-ver.-fe-molle-a-tacs-fg.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/fy-ph-p005-fg-flyye-double-9mm-magazine-pouch-ver.-fe-molle-a-tacs-fg.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/fy-ph-c001-fg-flyye-water-bottle-pouch-molle-a-tacs-fg.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


HAZARD 4 FRONTLINE MOLLE
CHEST RIG
Ergonomic chest-carrier with maximum MOLLE
web coverage and heavy duty sewing, large flat
pocket, padded shoulder straps with Hazard 4
exclusive strap system, 3D air-mesh underside for
breathability and extended comfort, and removable
and adjustable snap-straps for belt-integration.

HAZARD 4 LAUNCHPAD-MINI
SLEEVE FOR IPAD MINI

£24.95

WISPORT PATROL NECK ID WALLET
Made of durable Cordura material, this neck wallet
comes with four separate compartments including
clear view ID compartment, two elastic pen loops,
secure Hook and Loop fastening, and adjustable
neck cord with Duraflex cord lock. Ideal for
travelling or holiday.

Product Ref: PATROL-MC

£12.95
Product Ref: H4-CHE-FTLN-CYT

FROM £78.80

Made out of durable Cordura material with generous
padding the LunchPad-Mini sleeve can easily fit an
iPad Mini with a thin over-case. It comes with a
quilted interior, additional sleeve pocket for small
accessories and MOLLE webbing on the back allow
for easy attachment to compatible vests, bags or
rucksacks.

Product Ref: H4-COM-MNP-CYT

WISPORT LIZARD WALLET
Classic tri-fold wallet made from durable Cordura
Nylon with secure Hook and Loop fastening, two
compartments for notes, three credit card slots,
ID compartment with clear vinyl window, and an
outer zip pocket for coins. Ideal for everyday carry
and travel.

MFH SOUTH AFRICAN ASSAULT VEST

£34.95

MFH KNEE PADS DEFENCE
Quality knee pads with elasticated Hook and Loop
fasteners. Perfect for Airsoft, paintball and shooting
games, as well as skateboarding, roller blading and
roller skating. They are comfortable to wear and
offer the best possible protection.

Product Ref: 27697R

£15.95
Product Ref: LIZARD-MC

£14.95

Tough and lightweight tactical vest with six separate
mag pouches, large utility pouch, two small front
utility pouches, adjustable and padded shoulders 
and waist, and rubberised mesh lining.

Product Ref: 30993X
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http://www.military1st.co.uk/h4-che-ftln-cyt-hazard-4-frontline-molle-chest-rig-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
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http://www.military1st.co.uk/lizard-mc-wisport-lizard-wallet-multicam.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
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http://www.military1st.co.uk/27697r-mfh-knee-pads-defence-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


HELIKON RACCOON MK2 BACKPACK
Sturdy tactical backpack with 20 litres capacity,
spacious main compartment with hydration bladder
sleeve and mesh zip pocket, large admin
compartment, robust MOLLE webbing and elastic
shockcord web, ergonomic shoulder straps with
chest strap, detachable waist belt and stiffened
padded back panel.

Product Ref: PL-RC2-CD-02

£52.90

HELIKON RAIDER BACKPACK
Durable general purpose tactical backpack with
20L capacity, hydration compatible main
compartment, numerous smaller individual pockets
and pouches and easy accessible front beaver tail
flap. Perfect for everyday use as well as for Law
Enforcement, First Responder and military
personnel.

HELIKON ESSENTIAL KITBAG

£41.40

HELIKON POSSUM WAIST PACK
Compact waist bag with a 1.7-litre capacity, main
compartment with three nylon slots and five
elasticated loops, front zip pocket, detachable and
fully adjustable waist strap, and large front Hook
and Loop panel for  badges and patches. Can be
worn or either left or right hip.

£26.40
Product Ref: PL-RID-CD-12

£79.40

Robust and functional bag with a roomy main
compartment with two inner pockets, padded flap
and buckle closure, external side organiser pockets,
slim Spork pocket and a built-in sheath for
knife/axe/saw, and detachable and adjustable wide
carrying strap. Can be worn over the shoulder or
attached to duty belts, MOLLE backpacks or vests.

Product Ref: TB-EKB-CD-35 Product Ref: TB-PSM-CD-34
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HELIKON BUSHCRAFT SATCHEL
Made of durable Cordura Nylon, the Bushcraft Satchel has
17 litres capacity, two spacious compartments, concealed
sheaths for easy transport of knife, axe or saw, multiple
MOLLE panels and detachable shoulder strap. Excellent for
everyday carry, camping, fishing of hunting. Part of
Helikon’s Bushcraft line.

Product Ref: TB-BST-CD-12

£50.90

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5jzX_ymB2U&feature=youtu.be
http://www.military1st.co.uk/tb-bst-cd-12-helikon-bushcraft-satchel-adaptive-green.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/pl-rc2-cd-02-helikon-raccoon-mk2-backpack-olive-green.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/pl-rid-cd-12-helikon-raider-backpack-adaptive-green.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/tb-ekb-cd-35-helikon-essential-kitbag-shadow-grey.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/tb-psm-cd-34-helikon-possum-waist-pack-multicam.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/tb-bst-cd-12-helikon-bushcraft-satchel-adaptive-green.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


FIRST TACTICAL TACTIX 1-DAY
PLUS BACKPACK
Sturdy daypack with approx. 38.8L capacity, an
innovative Lynx Laser Cut Platform compatible with
MOLLE/PALS, Hook and Hang Thru compartment,
nine external pockets, padded shoulder straps with
chest strap, and removable and customisable
compression straps.

FIRST TACTICAL SPECIALIST
HALF-DAY BACKPACK

£79.95

FIRST TACTICAL SPECIALIST
1-DAY PLUS BACKPACK
Robust tactical backpack made of 1000D
water-resistant nylon, with approx. 36L capacity,
five external pockets, dual density shoulder straps,
double layered bottom, inner Hook and Loop
mounting platform, and practical Hook and Loop
web platform compatible with MOLLE/PALS. Ideal
for short, overnight missions.

Product Ref: 180005-019

£89.95

Product Ref: 180021-830

£149.95

Durable tactical pack made of 1000D water-resistant
nylon, with approx. 25L capacity,  five external
pockets, dual density shoulder straps, double layered
bottom, internal Hook and Loop mounting system,
and a reliable external web platform compatible with
MOLLE/PALS. Perfect for quick trips or EDC.

Product Ref: 180006-060

FIRST TACTICAL SPECIALIST
3-DAY BACKPACK
Strong and reliable tactical pack built of 1000D
water-resistant nylon with approx. 65L capacity,
seven external pockets, dual density shoulder straps,
double layered bottom, internal Hook and Loop
mounting platform, and a fully functional Hook and
Loop web platform compatible with MOLLE/PALS.
Excellent for longer missions.

FIRST TACTICAL RIFLE SLEEVE 42 INCH

£79.95

FIRST TACTICAL PISTOL SLEEVE
Safe and convenient pistol sleeve made of 500D
nylon with 10mm closed cell foam exterior, padded
slash pocket and a Hook and Loop platform with five
integrated loop elastic slots for pistol mags.

Product Ref: 180010-060

£19.95Product Ref: 180004-830

£129.95

Designed to carry and protect your 42” rifle, this
innovative rifle sleeve has durable 500D nylon
exterior, 10mm closed cell foam for padding, silent
locking straps, and padded and reinforced carrying
handles, Thru System hanging hooks, Hook and Loop
interior mounting platform, and compression
moulded barrel mount.

Product Ref: 180008-830
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qONabaW_Se0&feature=youtu.be
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FIRST TACTICAL RECOIL RANGE BAG
First class tactical bag designed with tough 600D
polyester and closed foam padding, with approx.
40.5L capacity, thirteen specialised internal pockets
and compartments, six external pockets, padded
shoulder strap and durable grab handles.

FIRST TACTICAL GUARDIAN
PATROL BAG

£59.95

FIRST TACTICAL EXECUTIVE
BRIEFCASE
Briefcase style office-to-field bag made of 1000D
nylon with approx. 26L capacity, foam padded main
and computer compartments, hidden front Hook
and Loop secured pocket, zip-out water bottle/gear
pockets and secure shoulder strap.

Product Ref: 180002-019

£79.95
Product Ref: 180000-019

£79.95

The fully functional tactical bag made of durable
600D polyester with approx. 41.5L capacity, six
external pockets, two internal stiffened dividers,
reinforced bottom and reliable shoulder strap.
Excellent to carry essential gear and supplies.

Product Ref: 180001-019

FIRST TACTICAL CROSSHATCH
SLING PACK
Ergonomic and comfortable tactical sling pack
constructed with 1000D tough nylon, with approx.
19.1L capacity, 10mm closed cell foam padding,
four external and three internal pockets, and
repositionable compression and cross body straps.

FIRST TACTICAL ASCEND
MESSENGER BAG

£79.95

FIRST TACTICAL
SUMMIT SIDE SATCHEL
Durable and functional tactical satchel made of
1000D nylon with approx. 8L capacity, spacious
main compartment, a hidden back CCW pocket, five
external pockets, reliable internal Hook and Loop
mounting platform, and padded shoulder strap.

Product Ref: 180012-830

£69.95
Product Ref: 180011-019

£79.95

Messenger style office-to-field bag made of 500D
and 1000D nylon with approx. 25L capacity, foam
padded main and computer compartments, three
inner drop pockets and zip out water bottle/gear
pockets, and the hidden CCW pocket.

Product Ref: 180003-060
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WISPORT RACCOON 85L RUCKSACK
Large survival backpack with 85 litres capacity,
spacious main compartment with two separate
chambers, two lid pockets, two side pockets and
two removable side pouches, Quick-detach and FAS
Plus Military carrying system, padded back,
adjustable shoulder straps, strengthened waist belt,
and tough aluminium frame.

WISPORT REINDEER 75L RUCKSACK

FROM £119.95

WISPORT ZIPPERFOX 25L RUCKSACK
Unique tactical backpack with 25 litres capacity, 
roomy main compartment with clamshell zip
opening, rear hydration pocket, MOLLE webbing and
D-rings, redesigned SAS Plus carrying system with
body contour shoulder straps, detachable waist belt
and padded back with a removable inner aluminium
frame. Complete with waterproof rain cover.

Product Ref: ZIPPERFOX25PENC-BL

FROM £109.95
Product Ref: RACCOON85ATACS-IX

FROM £169.95

WISPORT WHISTLER 35 II RUCKSACK
Made of long-lasting Cordura Nylon with DuPont
Teflon, Wisport Whistler 35L features an expandable
main compartment, seven pockets and multiple
attachments points, strengthened back, adjustable
and padded ergonomic shoulder straps and waist
belt, and quick-detach and enhanced SAS Plus
Military carrying system.

WISPORT SPARROW 20 II RUCKSACK

FROM £69.95

WISPORT RIFLE CASE 120+
Tactical rifle case made of robust Cordura Nylon with
large padded main compartment, two outer pockets
and adjustable system of straps which allows for the
case to be carried as a backpack, over the shoulder
or simply as a handbag by its handle. Suitable for
guns between 47.2” and 57.1”. Can be used as a
shooting mat.

Product Ref: FUTERAL120MC

FROM £119.95
Product Ref: WHISTLER35IIPENC-GZ

FROM £109.95

Compact and hydration bladder compatible survival
backpack made of 500D Cordura Nylon with 20
litres capacity, two independent compartments,
multiple MOLLE attachments points, quick-release
carrying system, ergonomically shaped adjustable
shoulder straps with loops and chest strap and
strengthened back.

Product Ref: SPARROW20IIRAL7013

The latest generation survival backpack with 75
litres capacity, large main compartment with two
separate chambers, two zip lid pockets, two side
sleeve pockets and two detachable side pockets,
Quick-detach and FAS Plus Ergonomic carrying
system, adjustable shoulder straps, reinforced waist
belt, air mesh padded back and removable
aluminium frame.

Product Ref: REINDEER75ATACS-FG
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PENTAGON EOS BACKPACK
Lightweight 24hr bug-out bag with three spacious
compartments, a number of interior utility pockets,
hydration compartment, anatomically designed
shoulder straps with adjustable chest strap, and
3D mesh padded back with an anti-slip patch.
MOLLE systems compatible.

PENTAGON PHILON BACKPACK

£71.00

PENTAGON KYLER BACKPACK
Sturdy tactical backpack made from 1000D nylon
with a large compartment with a number of
administrative and utility pockets, low profile side
pocket o each side, lined sunglasses pocket,
anatomic shoulder straps with chest strap, 3D mesh
padded back with a removable stiffening plate, a
hydration pocket and MOLLE webbing throughout.

FROM £83.50
Product Ref: K16072-50

FROM £52.00

Functional tactical backpack with two spacious
compartments and hydration bladder section, two
front utility pockets, padded back with non-slip pads,
adjustable shoulder straps, waist belt and chest
strap, and laser-cut MOLLE webbing. Durable and
water-resistant. It is ideal for tactical use or hiking
and travel.

Product Ref: K16080-06 Product Ref: K16073-08

PENTAGON KRYER BACKPACK
The multipurpose 24hr backpack with two roomy
compartments, padded laptop sleeve and hydration
bladder pocket, sturdy Laser Cut MOLLE panels and
bungee cord, air mesh back panel, adjustable waist
belt and padded shoulder straps with quick-release
buckles. Perfect for hiking, trekking and travel.

Product Ref: K16085-03

£115.00
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MAXPEDITION LITHVORE BACKPACK
Robust backpack with 17 litres capacity, main
compartment with a clamshell opening, front
organiser pocket, expandable bottle pocket on each
side, padded and ergonomically designed shoulder
straps with adjustable sternum strap, and high
grade 3D airmesh backings. Part of Maxpedition
Advanced Gear Research line.

MAXPEDITION VELDSPAR
SHOULDER BAG

£139.95

MAXPEDITION VALENCE SLING BAG
This practical bag is made of abrasion-resistant
1000D Ballistic Nylon and can act as a sling bag or
a shoulder bag. It has 10 litres capacity, lockable
main compartment with a padded laptop section,
front organiser pocket, dual access CCW back
compartment and adjustable and ambidextrous
sling strap.

Product Ref: VALTAN

£109.95
Product Ref: LTHGRY

£149.95

MAXPEDITION SKYVALE
MESSENGER BAG
Large messenger bag with 16 litres capacity,
lockable main compartment with padded laptop
section, front organiser pocket, loop-lined CCW rear
compartment, shoulder strap with removable pad,
and adjustable and stowable quick-release waist
belt which doubles as a trolley strap. Part of
Maxpedition AGR line.

MAXPEDITION EDGEPEAK SLING PACK

£141.95

MAXPEDITION IRONCLOUD
ADVENTURE TRAVEL BAG
Comfortable travel pack with a lockable main
compartment, padded 15” laptop compartment,
reinforced yoke backpack straps and laser-cut ATLAS
Attachment Lattice System. Can be carried in three
different orientations: by the side handle, by the
shoulder strap or by the backpack straps.

Product Ref: RCDGRY

£232.95Product Ref: SKYTAN

£179.95

Fully ambidextrous sling pack made of 500D Hex
Ripstop, that can be worn on the left or right
shoulder. Comes with a lockable main compartment,
rear CCW compartment, fleece-lined semi-rigid
front EVA pocket, custom fabricated Shapeshift
webbing and laser-cut ATLAS Attachment Lattice
System.

Product Ref: EDPGRY

Cross body tactical shoulder bag with 8 litres
capacity, main compartment with tablet compatible
sleeve, front organiser pocket, loop-lined CCW back
compartment, expandable side bottle pocket, and
laser-cut ATLAS attachment lattice system. Part of
Maxpedition AGR line.

Product Ref: VLDGRY
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VIPER PANTHER PACK
Lightweight tactical backpack made of durable
HEX-TECH Ripstop with 17.5L capacity, large main
compartment, deep front pocket, two expandable
side pockets, Lazer MOLLE webbing at the front and
both sides, padded back, and adjustable and padded,
ergonomic quick-release shoulder straps with a
chest strap.

Product Ref: VBAGPANTTM

£35.95

VIPER BANSHEE PACK
Versatile shoulder sling bag made of durable
HEX-TECH Ripstop with approx. 12L capacity, front
Lazer MOLLE webbing, large main compartment,
small side zip pocket lined with a soft fleece, side
mesh pocket with elastic brim, padded back panel,
and adjustable and padded quick-release shoulder
strap with small zip pocket.

VIPER LAZER V-PACK

£39.95

VIPER LAZER SHOULDER PACK
Compact and lightweight shoulder pack with 10L
capacity, large main compartment, three front utility
pockets, single back pocket, padded shoulder strap
and stabiliser strap with QR buckles, padded mesh
back panel, and Lazer MOLLE webbing attachments
and D-Rings.

Product Ref: BVLBAGSTTM

£32.95
Product Ref: VBAGBANTTM

£21.55

Innovative tactical backpack with approx. 25L
capacity, spacious main compartment with a
clamshell opening and two inner pockets, front zip
pocket with pen slots and one outside zip pocket on
each side. Adjustable shoulder straps with chest strap
and back section padded with Ventex air mesh
guarantee comfortable carry while robust laser-cut
MOLLE webbing allows attaching extra equipment.

Product Ref: BVLVBAGTTM

VIPER SNAPPER PACK
Compact shoulder bag made of tough HEX-TECH Ripstop,
with a padded main compartment and tablet-compatible
internal pocket, large protective flap with transparent inner
zip pocket and large outside zip pocket, Lazer MOLLE
webbing throughout, removable quick-release shoulder
strap with a padded wrap, and padded carry handle on the top.

Product Ref: VBAGSNAPBC

£26.95
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BRANDIT TAHOMA BACKPACK
Classic backpack with approx. 20 litres capacity,
large main compartment with laptop pocket,
water-repellent lining and top drawstring, closing
flap with small pocket, faux leather straps, classic
buckles and magnetic closure, adjustable padded
shoulder straps, and robust carry handle.

Product Ref: 8029-19

£25.95

BRANDIT URBAN CRUISER BACKPACK
Functional everyday backpack wth 20 litres capacity,
spacious main compartment, small front zip pocket
and two side mesh pockets, external bungee cord
web and boardcatcher straps, padded back,
adjustable padded shoulder straps with chest strap,
and adjustable waist belt.

BRANDIT US COOPER RUCKSACK
LARGE 2-COLOUR

£34.95

BRANDIT SEESACK STANDARD MEDIUM
Classic military style storage bag with approx. 72
litres capacity, durable side carry handle and the
main compartment with protective internal flap and
metal loop closure. Spacious and foldable, it’s
excellent for military, paintball, camping or travel.

Product Ref: 8010-5

£22.95
Product Ref: 8030-121

£26.95

Durable and water-resistant everyday backpack with
two main compartments and two admin pockets,
hydration bladder rear compartment, adjustable
shoulder straps, removable hip belt and padded back.
With a 40L capacity, MOLLE webbing, multiple loops
and D-Rings, it’s perfect for travel and hiking.

Product Ref: 8025-123
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BRANDIT AVIATOR 80 BACKPACK
Robust hiking backpack with 80 litres capacity,
durable water-resistant construction, spacious
main compartment, flap pocket and two side pockets,
padded BAS - Brandit Air System, adjustable shoulder
straps with chest strap, padded hip belt, and removable
aluminium internal frame.

Product Ref: 8017-1

£74.95

http://www.military1st.co.uk/8017-1-brandit-aviator-80-backpack-olive.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/8029-19-brandit-tahoma-backpack-olive--black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/8030-121-brandit-urban-cruiser-backpack-anthracite--black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/8025-123-brandit-us-cooper-rucksack-large-olive--yellow.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/8010-5-brandit-seesack-standard-medium-anthracite.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


MIL-TEC MISSION PACK LASER
CUT LARGE
Low profile and hydration bladder compatible
tactical backpack with 25 litres capacity, two main
compartments, padded laptop section, large front
admin organiser, dedicated smartphone/sunglasses
pocket, laser-cut MOLLE webbing, padded back and
shoulder straps, and removable hip belt.

MIL-TEC TACTICAL PARACORD
BAG SMALL

FROM £32.95

MIL-TEC DEFENSE PACK ASSEMBLY
36 litres pack with two large compartments with
water-repellent lining and laptop pocket, removable
external pockets and hip bag which can be used as
a shoulder bag if needed, ergonomically designed
padded shoulder straps, padded back, and adjustable
and removable waist belt. Perfect for military use,
camping and hiking.

Product Ref: 14045083

£59.95
Product Ref: 14046149

FROM £55.95

MIL-TEC MOLLE US ASSAULT
PACK SMALL
Heavy duty 20 liters assault pack with two large
compartments and two front pockets, a built-in
back pocket for a hydration bladder, padded back,
ergonomically designed padded shoulder straps,
adjustable waist belt, lateral compression straps
and various MOLLE attachment points.

MIL-TEC SLING BAG TANKER

FROM £28.95

MIL-TEC SINGLE STRAP SIDE PACK
Everyday carry shoulder bag with two large
compartments, multiple MOLLE panels and several
smaller pouches, breathable back padding, and
adjustable shoulder strap with oversized quick
release buckle, padded shoulder pad and carabiner.
Designed for right side carry.

Product Ref: 13726059

£32.95
Product Ref: 14002083

£26.95

Lightweight multi-purpose backpack with 15 litres
capacity, spacious main compartment with removable
dividers, two side zipped pockets, front MOLLE panel,
padded back, and adjustable and wide over-shoulder
padded strap. Excellent for camping, hiking, travel
and everyday carry.

Product Ref: 13726359

Modular travel shoulder bag with 7 litres capacity,
main compartment lined with soft loop material,
front admin compartment and two side pockets,
padded back, removable shoulder strap with padded
wrap, paracord drag handle and laser-cut MOLLE
webbing throughout.

Product Ref: 13726149
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HIGHLANDER DISCOVERY 65
RUCKSACK
Lightweight trekking rucksack with 65L capacity,
large main compartment, floating lid pocket, side
pockets, multiple attachment points, adjustable back
system, padded shoulder straps and hip belt,
compression straps and integrated hi-vis rain cover.
Ideal for hiking and trekking.

Product Ref: RUC181-TL

£71.99

PRO-FORCE LOADER 65 HOLDALL
Super strong and durable holdall with three-way
carry system. Made of 1000D polyester, it has 65
litres and comes with large main compartment, two
side zip pockets, adjustable cargo style shoulder
straps and reinforced grab handles, compression
straps and packaway padded rucksacks style
shoulder straps. Ideal for travel.

HIGHLANDER CARGO 45

£15.95

HIGHLANDER PEAK 7 WAIST POUCH
Compact waist bag made of XTP 600D Polyester,
with 7 litres capacity, large main compartment with
internal zip pocket, large front pocket with internal
zip pocket, two side mesh bottle holders, adjustable
waist strap, grab handle and adjustable webbing
attachments. Ideal for running.

Product Ref: RUC115-NB

£17.95
Product Ref: LR065-OG

£39.95

A strong and practical holdall made from tough XTP
Polyester with PVC coating, with 45 litres capacity,
large main compartment and side zip pocket,
adjustable shoulder strap and reinforced carry
handles. Excellent for travel or as a gym bag.

Product Ref: RUC128-BK
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HIGHLANDER EXPEDITION 65 RUCKSACK
Large travel backpack with 65L capacity, spacious main compartment, inner and outer
hood pockets, large padded front pocket and side pockets, adjustable back system,
padded shoulder straps and hip belt, side compression straps and water resistant fabric
with integrated waterproof rain cover.

Product Ref: RUC248-RD

£74.95

http://www.military1st.co.uk/ruc248-rd-highlander-expedition-65-rucksack-red.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/ruc181-tl-highlander-discovery-65-rucksack-teal.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/lr065-og-pro-force-loader-65-holdall-olive.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/ruc128-bk-highlander-cargo-45-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


PROPPER U.C. PACK
Robust tactical backpack with a spacious and
soft-touch loop lined interior, top, bottom and side
pockets, external MOLLE webbing and padded
adjustable shoulder straps with adjustable
sternum straps. Inspired by the Marine Corps
Assault Back.

PROPPER RANGE BAG

£80.00

5.11 MIRA 2-IN-1 PACK
Versatile 2-in-1 backpack with durable
water-resistant exterior, removable crossbody bag,
15” laptop compatible main compartment, dual
interior pockets, two exterior mesh water bottle
pockets, CCW and admin/magazine compartments
as well as adjustable chest straps. Perfect for
everyday carry.

£120.00
Product Ref: F560875236

£120.00

MOLLE compatible padded range bag with a
roomy main compartment with two adjustable
internal dividers, front and rear external pockets,
free removable Hook and Loop organiser panel and
padded adjustable shoulder strap.

Product Ref: F56380A330 Product Ref: 56348-083

PROPPER EXPANDABLE BACKPACK
MOLLE compatible tactical backpack with a spacious
main compartment with contrast lining, rear laptop
compartment, external front and side pockets,
padded adjustable shoulder straps with adjustable
sternum strap. Hydration system compatible.

Product Ref: F562975330

FROM £110.00
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http://www.military1st.co.uk/f560875236-propper-u.c.-pack-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/f56380a330-propper-range-bag-olive.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/56348-083-5.11-mira-2-in-1-pack-destiny.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/f562975330-propper-expandable-backpack-olive.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


SWISS EYE C-TEC CARBON
SUNGLASSES
Lightweight glasses with shatterproof Polycarbonate
frame, light carbon temples, rubberized nose pads
and lenses with antifog and anti-scratch lens coating.
100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection up to 380nm.
Lenses safety standard: EN 12312-1, ANSI Z87.1.
Meet STANAG 4296 ballistic protection standard.

SWISS EYE SUNGLASSES SNOWSLIDE

£44.95

SWISS EYE SUNGLASSES SANDSTORM
Durable glasses with anti-allergic and shatterproof
polycarbonate lenses, and lenses with antifog and
anti-scratch coating. 100% UVA, UVB and UVC
protection up to 380 nm. Safety certificates:
EN 12312-1, ANSI Z87.1, EN 166. Soft microfiber
pouch included.

£39.95
Product Ref: 40331

£79.95

Sturdy glasses with durable anti-allergic frame,
specially designed temples, adjustable nose pads
and shatterproof polycarbonate lenses with antifog
and anti-scratch coating. 100% UVA, UVB and UVC
protection up to 380 nm. Safety certificates:
EN 12312-1, ANSI Z87.1, EN 166.

Product Ref: 40381 Product Ref: 40371, 40372

SWISS EYE SUNGLASSES NET
Lightweight shooting glasses with a shatterproof
polycarbonate frame and lenses with antifog and
anti-scratch coating, and adjustable nose pads.
100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection up to 380 nm.
Safety certificates: EN 12312-1, ANSI Z87.1,
EN 166.

SWISS EYE SUNGLASSES ARMORED

£49.95

SWISS EYE PANORAMA SUNGLASSES
Sports glasses with adjustable, fluted and
rubberized nose bridge and rubberized temples
ends, flexible and shatterproof TR90 frame, and
Polycarbonate lenses with antifog and anti-scratch
coating. 100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection up
to 400nm.

£89.95
Product Ref: 40361, 40362

£39.95

Strong glasses with flexible and shatterproof
anti-allergic frame, adjustable nose pads and
Polycarbonate lens with antifog and anti-scratch
coating. 100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection up to
380 nm. Safety certificates: EN 12312-1,
ANSI Z87.1, EN 166.

Product Ref: 40352, 40351 Product Ref: 12332
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SWISS EYE DETECTION SUNGLASSES
Quality sports glasses with robust, flexible and shatterproof Polycarbonate
frame, lenses with antifog and anti-scratch coating, and light carbon
temples. 100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection up to 380nm. Lenses safety
standard: EN 12312-1, ANSI Z87.1, EN 166.

Product Ref: 40341

£49.95

http://www.military1st.co.uk/40341-swiss-eye-detection-sunglasses---smoke---clear-lenses--rubber-black-frame.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/40331-swiss-eye-c-tec-carbon-sunglasses---smoke-blue-mirror---clear-lens--black-matt-frame.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/40381-swiss-eye-sunglasses-snowslide-frame-rubber-black-lens-smoke.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/40371-swiss-eye-sunglasses-sandstorm-frame-black-lens-smoke.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/40372-swiss-eye-sunglasses-sandstorm-frame-clear-lens-clear.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/40361-swiss-eye-sunglasses-net-frame-blackblack-lens-smoke.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/40362-swiss-eye-sunglasses-net-frame-clearblack-lens-clear.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/40351-swiss-eye-sunglasses-armored-frame-rubber-black-lens-smoke.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/40352-swiss-eye-sunglasses-armored-frame-rubber-olive-lens-smoke.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/12332-swiss-eye-panorama-sunglasses-frame-carbonblack.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/40341-swiss-eye-detection-sunglasses---smoke---clear-lenses--rubber-black-frame.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


5.11 ASCEND SUNGLASSES
Low profile tactical glasses with high-performance
Grilamid TR-90 nylon frame, and Selenite
Polycarbonate die-cut lenses with scratch and crack
resistant T-shell lens coating. 100% UVA and UVB
protection. Allows 15% light transmission.

SWISS EYE FLASH SUNGLASSES

£59.95

WILEY X WX MOXY GLASSES
Light and durable glasses with Triloid nylon frames
and shatterproof Selenite Polycarbonate lenses with
scratch resistant T-Shell hardcoat. Exceeds ANSI
Z87.1-2003 High-Velocity Impact Safety and
Optical Standards Proprietary.

£107.95
Product Ref: 52016-019

£59.90

Lightweight sports glasses with rubberized temples
and nose pads, shatterproof Polycarbonate frame
and antifog and anti-scratch lens coating. Lenses
safety standard EN ISO 12312-1:2013.

Product Ref: 12241 Product Ref: WX-SSMOX4

WILEY X PT-1
Low profile tactical glasses with Triloid nylon frame,
TAKE-FLIGHT nose bridge, and shatterproof
Selenite Polycarbonate lenses with scratch resistant
T-Shell hardcoat. Meet GL-PD 10-12 MCEP
standard and MIL-PRF-31013 ballistic standard.

WILEY X SPEAR GOGGLES

£89.95

WILEY X NERVE GOGGLES
Multi-functional low profile goggles with Triloid
nylon frame and shatterproof Selenite Polycarbonate
lenses with scratch resistant T-Shell hardcoat.
Meet and exceed ANSI Z87.1-2003+ high velocity
impact safety and optical standard.

£71.95
Product Ref: WX-PT-1SCL

£67.45

Durable and lightweight NVG compatible goggles
with heat resistant Triloid nylon frame and
shatterproof Selenite Polycarbonate lenses with
T-Shell and Foil lens coatings. Great for motorcycle,
racing and outdoors. Wiley X Goggles series.

Product Ref: WX-SP293G Product Ref: WX-R-8051G
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SWISS EYE NIGHTHAWK SUNGLASSES
Lightweight and durable low-profile glasses with flexible and shatterproof
TR90 frame, Polycarbonate lenses with antifog and anti-scratch coating,
adjustable nose bridge and rubberized temples ends.
EN 1836:2005+A1:2007 protection certificate. Meet STANAG 2920 / 4296
ballistic protection standard. Lenses safety standard EN ISO 12312-1:2013.
100% UVA, UVB and UVC protection up to 400nm.

Product Ref: 40291

£49.95

http://www.military1st.co.uk/40291-swiss-eye-nighthawk-sunglasses---smoke---orange---clear-lens--black-rubber-frame.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/12242-swiss-eye-flash-sunglasses---smoke---orange---clear-lens--white-shiny-frame.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/12246-swiss-eye-flash-sunglasses-frame-carbon-lens.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/12241-swiss-eye-flash-sunglasses---smoke-br-revo---orange---clear-lens--black-matt-frame.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/wx-ssmox4-wiley-x-wx-moxy-glasses---polarised-green-platinum-lens--olive-stripe-frame.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/wx-pt-1scl-wiley-x-pt-1-glasses---smoke-grey---clear---light-rust-lens--matte-black-frame.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/wx-sp293g-wiley-x-spear-goggles---smoke-grey---clear---light-rust-lens--foliage-green.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/wx-r-8051g-wiley-x-nerve-goggles---smoke-grey---clear-lens--foliage-green-frame.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


KLEAN KANTEEN 946ML CLASSIC
INSULATED BOTTLE LOOP CAP
Insulated version of the original and iconic Klean
Kanteen Classic bottle, with double wall vacuum
insulation, leakproof loop cap and electropolished
interior. It’s portable, reusable and recyclable, and
keeps contents hot for 12 hrs or cold for 24 hrs.

Product Ref:
K32VCPPL-SB, K32VCPPL-BS, K32VCPPL-QS

£29.95

KLEAN KANTEEN GROWLER
1182ML WITH SWING LOK CAP
Made of 18/8 food-grade stainless steel. Klean
Kanteen Vacuum Insulated Growlers are BPA-free
and don’t retain or impart flavours. Beautifully
designed and built to last. Growlers offer safe
transport of any liquid including ice tea or
cold-brewed coffee. Keep contents cold for 24 hrs.

KLEAN KANTEEN CLASSIC 1182ML
BOTTLE WITH SPORT CAP

£21.95

KID KANTEEN SPORT 355ML BOTTLE
WITH SPORT CAP 3.0
Robust and safe kids water bottle with soft silicone
spout and leak resistant cap with handy attachment
loop. It fits most cup holders and standard bike
cages, is easy to clean and doesn’t retain or impart
flavours.

Product Ref:
K12CPPS-SLB, K12CPPS-SD, K12CPPS-FH

£14.45
Product Ref: K40CSLK-DA, K40CSLK-BS

£33.95

Large Klean Kanteen Classic bottle with rounded
corners and durable sport cap with loop. It’s durable
and safe, doesn’t retain or impart flavours, and is
perfect for work, gym, sports, travel, camping,
hiking, etc.

Product Ref:
K40CPPS-FO, K40CPPS-CI, K40CPPS-BS
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KLEAN KANTEEN TUMBLER
VACUUM INSULATED
Durable double-walled tumbler with high-performance
vacuum insulation, electropolished interior and
laser-etched exterior. Insulates hot and cold beverages
and doesn’t retain or impart flavours. Great for camping,
hiking, festivals or barbeque. Capacity: 273ml,
473ml, 592ml.

Product Ref: K8VSSC-BS, K16VSSC-WL, K20VSSC-BS

FROM £15.95

http://www.military1st.co.uk/k20vssc-bs-klean-kanteen-592ml-tumbler-vacuum-insulated-brushed-stainless.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/k8vssc-sb-klean-kanteen-237ml-tumbler-vacuum-insulated-shale-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/k16vssc-wl-klean-kanteen-473ml-tumbler-vacuum-insulated-winter-lake.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Klean+Kanteen+946ml+Classic+Insulated+Bottle+Loop+Cap&utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Klean+Kanteen+Growler+1182ml+with+Swing+Lok+Cap&utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Klean+Kanteen+Classic+1182ml+Bottle+with+Sport+Cap&utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Kid+Kanteen+Sport+355ml+Bottle+with+Sport+Cap+3.0&utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


BIOLITE KETTLEPOT
Unique camping cooking device with lightweight
and safe Ultra-Thin Stainless Body, BPA Free High
Temp Top, Vertical Cook Touch Handles for easy
handling and pouring, flame concentrating
Honeycomb Heat Shield and secure Silicone Seal.
Max fill: 1.5 litres. Serves: 2-4 people. Stuff sack
included.

Product Ref: BLKP

£51.95

HELIKON CAMP KETTLE
Durable and lightweight camping kettle with a
1.4-litre capacity, sturdy anodised aluminium body,
foldable handle with rubberized coating and cover
lid with metal handle. Suitable for gas fuel burners
and open camp fires. Part of Helikon’s Bushcraft
Line.

MIL-TEC ALUMINIUM COOK SET
FOR 2 PEOPLE

£11.95

HIGHLANDER SEALED THERMAL MUG
Lightweight and durable sealed thermal mug keeps
drinks warm for up to 12 hours. Capacity: 330ml.
Perfect for camping, hiking, travel and everyday
commute.

Product Ref: CP163-OG

£9.95
Product Ref: TK-CKT-AL-19

£25.90

Cooking set for two made of polished aluminium.
Consists of the cooking pot with lid, grip pliers,
two plates and a pair of plastic cups. Ideal for
camping, fishing, cadets, scouts etc.

Product Ref: 14642000

BIOLITE COOKSTOVE
Perfectly designed BioLite CookStove provides 30
hours of pure wood cooking on a just one charge of
the USB-rechargeable airflow system. Four fan speeds
regulate the flame size, allowing fast boil or enjoying
a pleasant campfire. Ideal for cooking/boiling and as
a portable campfire.

Product Ref: BL3/T

£87.95
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5VsDmP2WhI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Td8jLGj01lo&feature=youtu.be
http://www.military1st.co.uk/bl3t-biolite-cookstove-teal.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/blkp-biolite-kettlepot.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/tk-ckt-al-19-helikon-small-1-litre-aluminium-whistling-kettle-camping-fishing-hiking-green.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/14642000-mil-tec-aluminium-cook-set-for-2-people.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Highlander+Sealed+Thermal+Mug&utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


HELIKON CAMP CUP
Lightweight 850ml camping mug with anodised
aluminium body, foldable handles with rubberized
coating and cover lid with insulated handle.
Compatible with 1L Nalgene bottles. Can be used
with gas fuel burners and open camp fires. Part of
Helikon’s Bushcraft Line.

Product Ref: TK-CCP-AL-19

£15.95

WILDO CAMP-A-BOX
Smart eating set of plate with lid, two
Fold-a-Cups, cutting board, spice shaker and
spork. Small enough for the backpack pocket and
BPA-free.

WILDO SPORK

£3.45

HIGHLANDER KFS CLIP SET
This durable cutlery set of stainless steel consists
of fork, spoon and knife with bottle opener, and
comes with easy clipping attachment and a plastic
pouch with belt attachment.

Product Ref: CP001

£3.49
Product Ref: 14671000

£19.95

Smart and BPA-free spoon, fork and knife combo
with a comfortable grip. Small enough for the
backpack pocket. Ideal for camping, hiking and
travel. Made in Sweden.

Product Ref: 14627001

CAMPING AND SURVIVAL
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BIOLITE KETTLECHARGE
The BioLite KettleCharge provides off-grid power and
potable water in a matter of minutes. It uses water you
boil to produce electricity, and at 10 watts it will charge
USB devices as fast as a wall outlet. Flexible USB extender
allows charging gear while keeping it safe from flames.
Additionally, it stores power for a quick charge with no
heat or water.

Product Ref: BLKC

£134.95

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gclUuQWeTkM&feature=youtu.be
http://www.military1st.co.uk/blkc-biolite-kettlecharge.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/tk-ccp-al-19-helikon-camp-cup-grey.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/14671000-wildo-camp-a-box-olive.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/14627001-wildo-spork-olive.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/cp001-highlander-kfs-clip-set.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


KATADYN BASE CAMP PRO 10L
WATER FILTER
Tactical gravity filter with high-quality AntiClog
Ultra Flow Filter, water level indicator window and
removable outlet hose with quick-release auto shut
off valve. Removes bacteria, cysts, and sediments.
Ideal for families, camps, expeditions, tour
operators, scouts or military use.

KATADYN MINI MICROFILTER

£119.95

HIGHLANDER FOLD A CAN
WATER CARRIER
Collapsible 20-litre water container with robust
carry handles and tap. Perfect for camping, picnics,
fishing or general use.

Product Ref: CP015

£8.99
Product Ref: 27139

£109.95

HIGHLANDER STEEL JERRY CAN 5L
Classic rectangular steel water container with
sturdy carry handle. Perfect for camping and
everyday use.

CONDOR 1.5L HYDRATION BLADDER

£16.49

JACK PYKE COUNTRYMAN
MUG 350/450ML
Robust and well built classic mug made of stainless
steel with non-reflective coating. Perfect for travel,
camping, hiking, hunting or fishing.

Product Ref: JMUG

FROM £7.50
Product Ref: CP133

£22.95

Quality hydration bladder with 1.5L capacity, easy to
grip screw top cap, flexible PVC hose inside a soft
insulation sleeve, large bite valve with lid, practical
flow shut-off switch, durable carry handle and
hanger slots for mounting and drying. Easy to fill
and clean.

Product Ref: 221033

The lightest and most compact water filter on the
market. Durable and easy to use, reduces chemicals,
improves the taste of water and doesn’t require
batteries to operate. Easily fits in a jacket pocket or
waist pack. It is ideal for hiking, hunting, travel,
bushcraft or camping.

Product Ref: 27126
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http://www.military1st.co.uk/27139-katadyn-base-camp-pro-10l-water-filter-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/27126-katadyn-mini-microfilter-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/cp015-highlander-fold-a-can-water-carrier.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/cp133-highlander-steel-jerry-can-5l-green.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/221033-condor-1.5l-hydration-bladder-olive-drab.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Jack+Pyke+Countryman+Mug&utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


HIGHLANDER AEOLUS 4 TENT
Innovative tunnel-style tent for four people, with
inflatable Air pole tubes, large bedroom area and
front porch, and fully sewn-in groundsheet.
3000mm hydrostatic head. Pump and heavy duty
carry bag included. Perfect for family camping.

HIGHLANDER OAK 4 TENT

£229.99

HIGHLANDER BIRCH 2 TENT
Double skin inner pitch dome tent with a small outer
porch area, pre-attached high visibility guylines and
taped seams. Hydrostatic head: 2000mm². Ideal for
festivals, backpacking or camping. Capacity:
2 people.

£42.95
Product Ref: TEN141

£399.99

Spacious outer pitch first tunnel-style tent for four
people with large sleeping area, spacious extended
living room and porch. 3000mm hydrostatic head.
Complete with expandable carry bag. Ideal for a
camping holiday.

Product Ref: TEN136 Product Ref: TEN129-RTR

HIGHLANDER BLACKTHORN 1
Compact and lightweight tent with side storage
area and taped seams. Hydrostatic Head: 2000mm².
Compression stuff bag included. Pitching time:
5 minutes. Capacity: 1 person.

MIL-TEC TENT 2 PLUS 2 PERSON

£119.95

MIL-TEC RECOM ONE MAN TENT
Compact one man tent with storage space,
mosquito net entrance, fibreglass poles and taped
seams. Water column: 1200mm. Drawstring carry
bag included.

£79.95
Product Ref: TEN131-HG

£44.95

This spacious tent for four features large
sitting/storage area and fibreglass tent poles.
Water column: 1200mm. Ideal for summer
camping or festivals.

Product Ref: 14226100 Product Ref: 14201049
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HIGHLANDER JUNIPER 4 TENT
Inner pitch dome-style tent with a small porch area
with groundsheet and windows, low and high-level
vents, taped seams and zipped carry bag. Hydrostatic
head: 2000mm². Ideal for festivals or backpacking on
a budget. Capacity: 4 person.

Product Ref: TEN128-DB

£59.95

http://www.military1st.co.uk/ten128-db-highlander-juniper-4-tent-deep-blue.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/ten141-highlander-aeolus-4-tent-rock-grey.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/ten136-highlander-oak-4-tent-imperial-blue.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/ten129-rtr-highlander-birch-2-tent-rumba-redtango-red.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/ten131-hg-highlander-blackthorn-1-tent-hunter-greenorange-trim.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/14226100-mil-tec-tent-2-plus-2-person.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/14201049-mil-tec-recom-one-man-tent-multicam.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/ten128-db-highlander-juniper-4-tent-deep-blue.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


MIL-TEC PRIMALOFT T1
SLEEPING BAG
Waterproof and breathable sleeping bag with
PrimaLoft synthetic fiber filling, removable face
protection and large 2-way main zipper. Compact
and ultra-lightweight, it’s ideal for family camping,
hiking, caravanning and festivals. Carry bag
included.

HIGHLANDER CADET 350
SLEEPING BAG

£30.95

PRO-FORCE KESTREL RIP-STOP
BIVI BAG
Waterproof bivi bag for one, with breathable Trimax
AB-TEX laminate and taped seams. Allows sleeping
out in the open without getting soaked. 4000mm
hydrostatic head. Perfect for camping, fishing,
hiking or canoeing.

£27.95
Product Ref: 14113401

£99.95

Mummy-style sleeping bag with 350gsm 3D
hollowfibre filling, durable Polyester outer,
breathable soft Polyester lining and shaped foot
box. Extreme temperature rating: -5°C. Comfort
range: 10°C to 0°C. Seasons rating: 3-4 season.
Ideal for fishing, hunting, camping or hiking.

Product Ref: SB122 Product Ref: BIV004

HIGHLANDER INFLATABLE HEAD REST
Inflatable headrest and travel pillow with PVC
flocked construction and safety valve for easy
inflation. Provides comfort and support and eases
neck pain and tension during long journeys or
camping.

HIGHLANDER LUMBAR CHAIR

£35.95

MFH TRIPOD FOLDING STOOL
& CARRY CASE
Practical three legs folding stool with durable
metal frame construction and easy to clean nylon
seat. Folds into a compact size and comes with
convenient carry bag. Ideal for camping, fishing,
picnics or festivals.

£10.95
Product Ref: AIR016-NB

£4.99

Lightweight and durable camping chair with a steel
frame with powder coat finish, and drinks holders
on both armrests. Folds into a compact carry bag
with shoulder strap (included). Ideal for camping,
fishing or festivals.

Product Ref: FUR069 Product Ref: 31896

HIGHLANDER SLEEPEZE
SWIFT AIRBED DOUBLE
Lightweight and comfortable flocked PVC
airbed with air valve adapter to fit different
pump nozzles and a built-in pump. Perfect
for camping and travel.

Product Ref: AIR031-BL

£29.95
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HIGHLANDER BACKPACKING
AIRBED WITH PUMP
Compact and lightweight inflatable 190T/70D
Polyester airbed with PVC coating, built-in air
pillow with separate valve and built-in pump.
Easy to inflate and deflate, packs away for easy
storage. Excellent for camping, travel or overnight stays.

Product Ref: AIR025P-BL

£17.45

http://www.military1st.co.uk/air031-bl-highlander-sleepeze-swift-airbed-double-blue.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/air025p-bl-highlander-backpacking-airbed-with-pump-blue.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/14113401-mil-tec-primaloft-t1-sleeping-bag-olive.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/sb122-highlander-cadet-350-camping-sleeping-bag-3-season-dpm.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/biv004-pro-force-kestrel-ripstop-camping-bivvy-bivi-bag-olive.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/air016-nb-highlander-inflatable-head-rest-navy-blue.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/fur069-highlander-lumbar-chair-blue.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/31896-tripod-folding-fishing-camping-stool-and-carry-case-olive.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


GRAB&GO EMERGENCY KIT 1 PERSON

£99.95

HIGHLANDER CYCLONE HAMMER
HAND PUMP 2.8L
Compact and portable piston pump with long and
flexible hose and three valve adaptors to fit
different size nozzles. Suitable for domestic
airbeds, inflatable products, floatation, etc. Perfect
for camping, travel or any other outdoor activity.

£11.99

Fully equipped emergency kit made of durable and
water repellent 600D Polyester, designed for
paramedic personnel and active outdoor users.
It features padded main compartment, two side
pockets, one back pocket and clear ID pocket, and
adjustable shoulder straps.

Product Ref: 16027801 Product Ref: AIR051

HELIKON UNIVERSAL MED INSERT
Universal Med Insert with four-way folding
construction, main compartment with three rows
of internal elasticated loops, mesh pockets
throughout the pouch, and rubberized and
reinforced pull-out handles. Part of Helikon’s
Medical Line.

JACK PYKE POCKET HAND WARMER

£16.95

MAXPEDITION FOLDING TRAVEL VALET
Compact, lightweight and portable folding tray,
made of water and abrasion resistant Ballistic Nylon,
with dual folding design, internal foam padding and
durable snap-up buttons on edges. Keeps all 
essentials and valuables in one centralised location.

£23.95
Product Ref: MO-M03-NL-25

£17.90

Pocket hand warmer of stainless steel with etched
logo and platinum catalysed glass fibre burner.
Uses lighter fuel and lasts up to 12 hours. Funnel
and cloth bag holder. Perfect for winter.

Product Ref: JHWMPF Product Ref: FTVTAN

CAMPING AND SURVIVAL
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LEATHERMAN TREAD BRACELET
Travel-friendly first wearable multi-tool. Smart,
practical & completely customisable. Tread is
made of sturdy 17-4 stainless steel & comes
with 25-year manufacturer’s warranty.

Product Ref: LTBS

FROM £139.95

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qey5rs7_b4c&feature=youtu.be
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Leatherman+Tread+Bracelet?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/16027801-grabandgo-emergency-kit-1-person.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/air051-highlander-cyclone-hammer-hand-pump-2.8l-.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/mo-m03-nl-25-helikon-universal-med-insert-red.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/jhwmpf-jack-pyke-pocket-hand-warmer.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/ftvtan-maxpedition-folding-travel-valet-tan.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


HAZARD 4 HEAVY WATER DIVER
TITANIUM TRITIUM WATCH
Water-resistant watch with a hypoallergenic titanium
case, scratch-resistant A.R. sapphire crystal glass and
custom T.P.R. band, and self-contained ever glow
tritium-vial lamps with green hours and hands,
yellow noon and green bezel.

MIL-TEC SWEDISH STEEL
FOLDING SHOVEL

£20.95

JACK PYKE
NEOPRENE TECHNICAL DOG VEST
Dog vest made of 5mm Neoprene with Cordura
“impact zone” panels, with full-length heavy-duty
zipper and Hook and Loop adjustment system,
concealed lead attachment points, fully bound edges
and removable buoyancy inserts.

£34.95
Product Ref: H4-WAT-HWD-TI-KW-GGYG

FROM £692.95

Strong and lightweight steel shovel with foldable
blade and ergonomic handle. Essential during
snowy winter time or for survival purposes.

Product Ref: 15525950 Product Ref: JNCOADGEO

JACK PYKE FOLDING DOG BOWL
Collapsible dog bowl made of tough laminated
PVC, with 5 litres capacity and carrying handle.
Folds flat and fits into a pocket. Ideal for long
walks, hiking and camping.

PENTAGON SURVIVAL BRACELET

£12.50

ATWOOD ROPE 550 LBS. PARA CORD
High quality multipurpose nylon paracord with
seven inner core strands. NATO Mil-Spec grade
550 lbs. Great as a survival or emergency tool.
Ideal addition to any outdoor repair kit.

£13.45
Product Ref: JDOGFLDBWL

£5.95

Tactical survival bracelet made of 550d mil-spec
paracord with seven core nylon strands, with
adjustable corrosive resistant 316 solid stainless
steel buckle with a screw-in safety pin. Unfolds to
approx. 4.8 meters. Perfect for hiking, camping,
preppers, first aid and survival kits.

Product Ref: K25043-96 Product Ref: AC-PCR-NL-11

SEEK THERMAL COMPACT XR
IOS/ANDROID CAMERA
Compact and ultra lightweight thermal imaging
camera plugs directly into the USB port of any
compatible iOS/Android smartphone and converts it
into an advanced thermal imager suitable for contractors,
homeowners, outdoor enthusiasts and more.

Product Ref: SK-UW-EAA

FROM £249.95

CAMPING AND SURVIVAL
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wpA2hjg_RjQ&feature=youtu.be
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Seek+Thermal+Compact?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/h4-wat-hwd-ti-kw-ggyg-hazard-4-heavy-water-diver-titanium-tritium-watch-bead-blasted-black-dial-whit.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/15525950-mil-tec-swedish-steel-folding-shovel.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/jncoadgeo-jack-pyke-neoprene-technical-dog-vest-english-oak.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/jdogfldbwl-jack-pyke-folding-dog-bowl-green.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/k25043-96-pentagon-survival-bracelet-black-white.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/ac-pcr-nl-11-helikon-550-lbs.-para-cord-coyote.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


PRINCETON TEC REMIX
RECHARGEABLE HEADLAMP
Rechargeable headlamp with 1 Maxbright LED, 3
Ultrabright LEDs (dimmable), four light modes,
water-resistant casing and rear mounted USB
rechargeable Lithium Polymer battery. Up to 200
lumens. Ideal for camping, fishing, running and
work.

PRINCETON TEC SYNC LED
HEAD TORCH

£29.95

PRINCETON TEC HELIX BASECAMP
LANTERN
Compact and lightweight outdoor lantern with
innovative collapsible globe and folding legs,
multiple hanging options and the intuitive power
dial with the lockout. 250 lumens. Batteries: 3 x AA
alkaline (included). Perfect for camping, hiking,
festivals and travel.

£52.95
Product Ref: TEC455/BK

£74.95

Compact headlamp with 1 Maxbright LED with
spot beam, 1 Maxbright LED with flood beam,
1 Ultrabright red LED, five light modes and
water-resistant case. Up to 90 lumens. Power
source: 3x AAA alkaline batteries (included). Ideal
for camping, climbing or fishing.

Product Ref: TEC525/OR Product Ref: TECHX2/BK

BIOLITE POWERLIGHT MINI
Ultra slim and water-resistant lantern with a
unique textured pattern on the lens, four lighting
modes and 1350mAh USB rechargeable battery
that works as a power source and energy bank.
Lumens: 135. Use as a headlamp, lantern and bike
light. Perfect for camping and hiking.

HIGHLANDER 24 LED REMOTE
CONTROL LANTERN

£18.99

PRINCETON TEC SECTOR
5 HAND TORCH
Powerful and waterproof hand torch with 1
Maxbright LED, handy pistol grip and a trigger
switch with a lockout. 550 lumens. 4x C-cell
batteries (included). Ideal for camping, diving,
hunting, fishing, work and military use.

£99.95
Product Ref: BLPLM/OR

£44.50

Robust and weatherproof large camping lantern
with a rubberized finish, remote control with
keyring attachment, and folding carrying handle
with hanging hook and compass. Lumens: 48.
Power source: 3 x D batteries (not included).

Product Ref: TOR172 Product Ref: TEC90/NY

LAMPS AND TORCHES
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PRINCETON TEC VIZZ LED HEAD TORCH
Durable head torch with 1 white Maxbright LED, 2 white
Ultrabright LED’s (dimmable), 2 red Ultrabright LED’s,
three light modes and water-resistant case. Up to 165
lumens. Power source: 3x AAA alkaline batteries
(included) or Lithium and rechargeable batteries (not
included). Ideal for hunting, nordic walking and paddling.

Product Ref: TEC500/GR

£49.95

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riYgmRdBpKo&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KOd9CxtzPeM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8r8Fq4OpXmk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_GNgAlcS54Y&feature=youtu.be
http://www.military1st.co.uk/tec500gr-princeton-tec-vizz-led-head-torch-green-case.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/tec455bk-princeton-tec-remix-rechargeable-headlamp-white-led-black-case.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/tec525or-princeton-tec-sync-led-head-torch-orangewhite-case.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/techx2bk-princeton-tec-helix-basecamp-lantern-blackred.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/blplmor-biolite-powerlight-mini-yellow.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/tor172-highlander-24-led-remote-control-lantern-yellow--black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/tec90ny-princeton-tec-sector-5-hand-torch-neon-yellow.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


NITE IZE 3-IN-1 LED MINI FLASHLIGHT
Flashlight, lantern and Safety Light in one compact
machined aluminium body. Lumens: up to 80.
Five light modes. Battery type: 1-AA Alkaline
battery (included). Perfect for camping, hiking
and travel or a part of an emergency kit.

INOVA XO3 FLASHLIGHT

£48.95

ENERGIZER HARD CASE TANGO
TACTICAL HELMET LIGHT
Compact, ultra-lightweight and versatile flashlight
with tactile controls, six light sources and
waterproof polymer body. Supplied with five mounts
that allow attachment to the helmet, cap, weapon
rail, MOLLE, clothing, belt or a vehicle.

£83.95
Product Ref: NL1A-10-R7

£11.95

Compact, powerful and lightweight flashlight with
patented optical system, high power white LED in
solid, shockproof and water-resistant
aerospace-grade aluminium case. Lumens: up to
200. Powered by two 123A Lithium batteries
(included).

Product Ref: XO3MT/WB Product Ref: RM-TT5IN

NITE IZE 3-IN-1 LED FLASHSTICK
Flashlight, lantern and Safety Light in one. Lumens:
60 High, 8 Low. Five light modes. Battery type:
1-AA Alkaline battery (included). Durable
aluminium body. Ideal for camping, hiking and
travel or as a part of an emergency kit.

PRINCETON TEC MERIDIAN
EMERGENCY STROBE

£32.95

ILLUMIGLOW 6” LIGHTSTICKS
Reliable and efficient emergency light with strong
gated hook for easy attachment. Glow duration:
up to 12 hours. Water, wind and weatherproof.
Non-toxic and non-flammable. Four lightsticks
per pack.

FROM £8.45
Product Ref: NLS1A-03-R7

£11.95

Durable and low-profile emergency strobe and
locator light with 1 white Maxbright LED, 1 red
Maxbright LED, 2 modes and waterproof body. Up
to 100 lumens. 3x AAA alkaline batteries (included).
Ideal for hiking, kayaking and travel and as a part of
an emergency kit.

Product Ref: TEC70/NY Product Ref: ILLUMI-RB4S

NITE IZE 3-IN-1 LED FLASHLIGHT
Flashlight, lantern and Safety Light in one durable
machined aluminium body. Lumens: up to 250.
Five light modes. Battery type: 3-AA Alkaline
batteries (included). Excellent for camping, hiking
and travel or as a part of an emergency kit.

Product Ref: NL3A-10-R7

£17.45
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IgtN4aM6-YE&feature=youtu.be
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Nite+Ize+3-in-1+LED+Flashlight&utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Nite+Ize+3-in-1+LED+Mini+Flashlight&utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/x03mtwb-inova-xo3-flashlight-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/rm-tt5in-energizer-hard-case-tango-tactical-helmet-light-sand.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Nite+Ize+3-in-1+LED+Flashstick&utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/tec70ny-princeton-tec-meridian-emergency-led-strobe-personal-locator-light-neon-yellow.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/illumi-rm4s-illumiglow-4x-multi-6-lightsticks.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Nite+Ize+3-in-1+LED+Flashlight?utm_source=catalogue2017


HELIKON
RIFLE TARGET PXQT (100 PACK)
Part of Helikon’s Range Line. For use with
Helikon Steel Ringer Target ALPHA or just pinned
up. Box of 100.

HELIKON
PISTOL TARGET PXQT (100 PACK)

£47.95

JACK PYKE FLYING PIGEON DECOY SET
Flocked full-bodied pigeon decoy with foam
detachable wings and tail, mounting holes in bird to
take the cradle, cradle with clamp fixing, two piece
fibreglass pole and free swivel ground fixing pole.

£20.95
Product Ref: RT-RXQ-PA-20

£47.95

Part of Helikon’s Range Line. For use with
Helikon Steel Ringer Target. ALPHA or just pinned
up. Box of 100.

Product Ref: RT-PXQ-PA-20 Product Ref: JDECPFLYSET

JACK PYKE FLYING PIGEON DECOY
Realistic flocked full-bodied pigeon decoy with
foam detachable wings and tail, and mounting
holes to take a cradle.

JACK PYKE FLOCKED DUCK DECOYS

£15.50

JACK PYKE FLOCKED CROW DECOY
Realistic crow decoy with full flocking. Complete
with legs and pegs.

£8.50
Product Ref: JDECPFLY

£14.95

Realistic, lightweight mallard duck decoys.

Product Ref: JDECDUCP Product Ref: JDECCF
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JACK PYKE CHUKKA TARGET
Free standing chukka multipoint target
made from black steel frame.

Product Ref: JTARWALK

£10.95

JACK PYKE SPOT
SHOT 6” TARGETS
Double printed
self-adhesive targets that
give instant and clearly
visible feedback to the
strike area.

Product Ref: JTARSS610

£6.95

http://www.military1st.co.uk/jtarwalk-jack-pyke-chukka-target.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/jtarss610-jack-pyke-spot-shot-6-targets.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/rt-rxq-pa-20-helikon-rifle-target-pxqt-(100-pack)-.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/rt-pxq-pa-20-helikon-pistol-target-pxqt-(100-pack)-.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/jdecpflyset-jack-pyke-flying-pigeon-decoy-set.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/jdecpfly-jack-pyke-flying-pigeon-decoy.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/jdecducp-jack-pyke-flocked-duck-decoys.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/jdeccf-jack-pyke-flocked-crow-decoy.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


CAMOSYSTEMS NETTING 3-D
FLECKTARN ULTRA-LITE 6X2.4M
Durable and lightweight, reversible camouflage
screen for multi-season performance. Special
3D leaf-like foliage. Waterproof and rot and mould
resistant. Dimensions: 6x2.4m (19’ 8” x 7’ 10”).
Weight: approx. 1570g.

CAMOSYSTEMS NETTING
BROADLEAF MILITARY 3X3

£69.95

CAMOSYSTEMS NETTING REAL TREE
MAX-4 HD/ULTRA-LITE 6X2.4M
Robust and lightweight reversible camouflage
screen with special 3D leaf-like foliage. Waterproof
and rot and mould resistant. Dimensions: 6x2.4m
(19.68ft x 7.87 ft). Weight: approx. 1050g.

£69.95
Product Ref: 14463021

£59.95

Durable and lightweight reversible camouflage screen
with special 3D leaf-like cut and nonreflective coating
to reduce shine and glare. Water and fungus resistant.
Quiet and rustle free. Dimensions: 3x3m
(9.10”x9.10”). Weight: approx. 1800g.

Product Ref: 14481021 Product Ref: 14482100

CAMOSYSTEMS NETTING PREMIUM
SERIES MILITARY 3X3
Strong and lightweight multi-season reversible
camouflage screen with special 3D leaf-like foliage.
Waterproof and rot and mould resistant.
Dimensions: 3x3m (9.10”x9.10”). Weight:
approx. 1560g.

HELIKON SELF-CLINGING CAMO TAPE

£7.45

MFH ADHESIVE TAPE
Camouflage adhesive tape ideal for covering
weapons, torches, flasks, and other equipment.

£8.95
Product Ref: 14465060

£59.95

Self-binding polyester concealment fabric. Perfect
for covering weapons, torches, flasks, etc.

Product Ref: TM-SCG-CO-07 Product Ref: 28331G

HELIKON CAMOUFLAGE
GHILLIE SUIT
Rugged and breathable four-piece ghillie
suit provides excellent camouflage during
hunting and mil-sim games. Consists of
jacket, trousers, head covering and rifle cover.
Compression straps and carry bag included.

Product Ref: KP-GHL-PO-07

£71.90
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JACK PYKE LIGHTWEIGHT
MESH SUIT
Comfortable camouflage mesh suit
consisting of smock-style top with hood
and trousers with two through pockets and
elasticated waist and ankles.

Product Ref: JGHILM

£37.95

http://www.military1st.co.uk/kp-ghl-po-07-helikon-camouflage-ghillie-suit-digital-woodland.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/jghilmeew-jack-pyke-lightweight-mesh-suit-english-woodland.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/14463021-camosystems-netting-3-d-flecktarn-ultra-lite-6x2.4m.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/14481021-camosystems-netting-broadleaf-military-3x3-flecktarn.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/14482100-camosystems-netting-real-tree-max-4-hdultra-lite-6x2.4m.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/14465060-camosystems-netting-premium-series-military-3x3-desert-camo.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/tm-scg-co-07-helikon-self-clinging-camo-tape-digital-woodland.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/28331g-mfh-adhesive-tape-hunter-brown-.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/kp-ghl-po-07-helikon-camouflage-ghillie-suit-digital-woodland.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/jghilmeew-jack-pyke-lightweight-mesh-suit-english-woodland.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


LUGER LB 8X22 BINOCULAR
8-fold magnification. Field of view (m/1000m):
123. Exit pupil: 2.75mm. Compact, sturdy and
lightweight with full rubber armouring. Carry
pouch with belt loop included. Ideal for outdoors,
hiking and trekking, nature and wildlife
observation, and hunting.

LUGER DX 10X42 BINOCULAR

£419.95

PULSAR RECON X870 NIGHT VISION
MONOCULAR
Compact and lightweight digital night vision
monocular offering exceptional performance,
resistance to bright light exposure and powerful
5.5x magnification. Ideal for a wide range of
applications.

£719.95
Product Ref: 112-822-3

£39.99

10-fold magnification. Field of view (m/1000m):
105m. BK-7 prisms. Roof prism. Exit pupil:
4.2mm. Near focus: 2.5m. Objective lens diameter:
42mm. Waterproof, full rubber armouring. Tripod
adapter fitting. Perfect for hiking, wildlife
observation and hunting.

Product Ref: 150-1042-1 Product Ref: PU-78082

PULSAR CHALLENGER GS 2.7X50
NIGHT VISION MONOCULAR
Compact, lightweight and easy to use this powerful
night vision monocular is water and dust resistant,
and fitted with a five-lens eyepiece. Ideal for
hunting, military and sports games, patrolling
and rescue operations.

YUKON ADVANCED
OPTICS TRACKER NV 1X24 GOGGLES

£469.95

YUKON ADVANCED OPTICS NVMT
SPARTAN 1X24 HEAD MOUNT KIT
NVMT Spartan 1x24 night vision monocular comes
equipped with a large 24mm front lens, field of
view of 30 degrees, new high power LED IR
illuminator, two 1/4inch tripod mount and offers
maximum detection range of 80 meters with
comfortable 12mm Eye Relief.

£229.95

Product Ref: PU-74096

£269.95

Designed for observation in twilight or complete
darkness, the Tracker 1x24 NVG boasts a wide range
of applications, such as hi-tech ranger games, night
hiking, hunting or airsoft shooting, guard of
industrial facilities and private property, military,
patrolling and rescue operations.

Product Ref: YU-25025 Product Ref: YU-24125
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YUKON POINT 10X42 DAY BINOCULAR
Magnification: 10x. Field of view (m/1000m): 114m. Lens material:
TRUE COLOR™ multi-coated glass. Lens diameter: 42mm. Roof prism.
Ergonomic body of glass-reinforced ABS plastic with rubber grips.
Perfect for outdoor enthusiasts and hunting.

Product Ref: YU-22152

£152.95

YUKON POINT 10X56 DAY BINOCULAR
Magnification: 10x. Field of view (m/1000m): 105m. Lens material:
TRUE COLOR™ multi-coated glass. Lens diameter: 56mm. Roof prism.
Ergonomic body of glass-reinforced ABS plastic with rubber grips.
Perfect for outdoor enthusiasts and hunting.

Product Ref: YU-22154

£220.45

http://www.military1st.co.uk/yu-22152-yukon-point-10x42-day-binocular.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/yu-22154-yukon-point-10x56-day-binocular.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/112-822-3-luger-lb-8x22-binocular-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/150-1042-1-luger-dx-10x42-binocular-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/pu-78082-pulsar-recon-x870-night-vision-monocular.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/pu-74096-pulsar-challenger-gs-2.7x50-night-vision-monocular.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/yu-25025-yukon-advanced-optics-tracker-nv-1x24-goggles-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/yu-24125-yukon-advanced-optics-nvmt-spartan-1x24-head-mount-kit.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


XCEL 1080 CAMERA HUNTING EDITION
Compact and weather resistant action camera
records full HD videos with sound and captures
12 MP still pictures, and can be remotely controlled
with free Xcel app. It features various recording
modes, built-in speakers and Wi-Fi with a distance
of up to 200ft, and is compatible with a range of
Xcel accessories.

SPYPOINT TINY-WBF WIRELESS
TRAIL/SURVEILLANCE CAMERA

£324.95

SPYPOINT FORCE-10 ULTRA COMPACT
TRAIL/SURVEILLANCE CAMERA
Ultra-compact trail camera captures 10 MP photos
or HD video in colour by day and black-and-white
by night. It features 42 high-power low-glow LEDs
to give the best night time images, and curved
motion sensor lens for improved detection angle
and distance.

£129.95
Product Ref: SP-XCEL-1080-HUNT

£195.95

Compact camera with 38 invisible LEDs, compatible
with the Blackbox wireless backup system that
allows retrieval of photos while staying away from
the monitored area. Captures 8 MP colour or black
and white photos in time-lapse, multi-shot or
continuous mode, and 10 to 90 seconds video.

Product Ref: SP-TINY-WBF Product Ref: SP-FORCE-10

SPYPOINT
SOLAR TRAIL/SURVEILLANCE CAMERA
Captures 12 MP photos or HD videos with sound in
colour by day and black-and-white by night. Uses
high-power super low glow LEDs coupled with the
blur reduction technology to produce the best image
quality at night, and comes with curved motion
sensor lens and a built-in solar panel and internal
rechargeable battery.

SPYPOINT LINK-3G CELLULAR
TRAIL/SURVEILLANCE CAMERA

£414.95

SPYPOINT MMS CELLULAR
TRAIL/SURVEILLANCE CAMERA
MMS trail camera takes 10 MP photos or HD videos
(720p) in color by day and black-and-white by night.
Features high-power low glow LEDs and the blur
reduction technology, and motion sensor with 5
detection zones.

£369.95
Product Ref: SP-SOLAR

£216.95

Captures 11 MP photos or HD videos in colour by day
and black-and-white by night. Features high-power
super low glow LEDs combined with the blur
reduction technology to produce the best image
quality at night, curved motion sensor lens and
pre-activated SIM card.

Product Ref: SP-LINK-3G Product Ref: SP-MMS

XCEL 4K CAMERA
HUNTING EDITION
Compact and weatherproof action
camera records ultra HD 4K videos
with sound and captures 12 MP still
pictures in multiple recording
modes. Can be remotely controlled with a
free Xcel app. Perfect for hunting and outdoor
activities.

Product Ref: SP-XCEL-4K-HUNT

£379.95

SHOOTING
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XCEL 720 CAMERA
Compact and weatherproof action
camera records HD videos with sound
and captures 5 MP still pictures.
It features various recording modes
and built-in speakers, and is fully
compatible with a comprehensive range
of Xcel accessories. Excellent for hunting
and outdoor activities.

Product Ref: SP-XCEL-720

£121.95

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PxB3V84GocI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XKjzWa8aHLk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5N6C_-n6epY&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r30dOpwbGcA&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_uGblQP7BM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TBSNxEvqfQ4&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g1t7negYZCk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3eWKksfQqY&feature=youtu.be
http://www.military1st.co.uk/sp-xcel-4k-hunt-xcel-4k-camera-hunting-edition.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/sp-xcel-720-xcel-720-camera-black.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/sp-xcel-1080-hunt-xcel-1080-camera-hunting-edition.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/sp-tiny-wbf-spypoint-tiny-wbf-wireless-trailsurveillance-camera.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/sp-force-10-spypoint-force-10-ultra-compact-trailsurveillance-camera.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/sp-solar-spypoint-solar-trailsurveillance-camera.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/sp-link-3g-spypoint-link-3g-cellular-trailsurveillance-camera.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/sp-mms-spypoint-mms-cellular-trailsurveillance-camera.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


MAXPEDITION DO NOT PRESS
MORALE PATCH

Product Ref: DONPS

£4.95

MAXPEDITION T-REX SKULL
MORALE PATCH

Product Ref: TREXZ

£5.95

MAXPEDITION I HEART STRANGE
MORALE PATCH

Product Ref: STRGS

£5.95

MAXPEDITION OWL
MORALE PATCH

Product Ref: OWL3A

£5.95

MAXPEDITION MINI SKULL
MORALE PATCH

Product Ref: MSKLZ

£3.95

MAXPEDITION DEVIL DOG
MORALE PATCH

Product Ref: DVDGA

£5.95

MISCELLANEOUS
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PENTAGON SPARTAN NECKLACE
ANTIQUE SILVER

Product Ref: K24006-44

£7.00

PENTAGON SPARTAN
KEYRING ANTIQUE BRASS

Product Ref: K24005-44

£7.00

http://www.military1st.co.uk/k24006-43-pentagon-spartan-necklace-antique-silver.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/k24005-44-pentagon-spartan-keyring-antique-brass.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/donps-maxpedition-do-not-press-(swat)-morale-patch.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/trexz-maxpedition-t-rex-skull-(glow)-morale-patch.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/strgs-maxpedition-i-heart-strange-(swat)-morale-patch.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/owl3a-maxpedition-owl-(arid)-morale-patch.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/msklz-maxpedition-mini-skull-(glow)-morale-patch.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/dvdga-maxpedition-devil-dog-(arid)-morale-patch.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


MAXPEDITION REVERSE USA FLAG
LARGE MORALE PATCH

Product Ref: US2RC

£4.95

MAXPEDITION UNITED KINGDOM
FLAG MORALE PATCH

Product Ref: UKFLC

£4.95

MAXPEDITION PIE MORALE PATCH

Product Ref: PPIEA

£4.95

MAXPEDITION NAUTILUS
MORALE PATCH

Product Ref: NAUTC

£5.95

MAXPEDITION COWBOY
MORALE PATCH

Product Ref: CWBYA

£5.95

MAXPEDITION SOLDIER SKULL
MORALE PATCH

Product Ref: SLDKA

£5.95

MISCELLANEOUS
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HELIKON
3 COLOURS CAMO
FACE PAINT WITH
MIRROR
Product Ref: FM-3CO-KR-03

£6.95

PRO-FORCE
GI FACE PAINT

Product Ref: CS005

£3.99

http://www.military1st.co.uk/fm-3co-kr-03-helikon-3-colours-camo-face-paint-with-mirror.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/cs005-pro-force-gi-face-paint-olive-brown-camo.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Maxpedition+Reverse+USA+Flag+Large&utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Maxpedition+United+Kingdom+Flag&utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Maxpedition+Pie&utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/nautc-maxpedition-nautilus-(full-colour)-morale-patch.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Maxpedition+Cowboy&utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/military1st/?searchquery=Maxpedition+Soldier+Skull&utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/fm-3co-kr-03-helikon-3-colours-camo-face-paint-with-mirror.html?utm_source=catalogue2017
http://www.military1st.co.uk/cs005-pro-force-gi-face-paint-olive-brown-camo.html?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017


http://www.military1st.co.uk/?utm_source=Catalogue2017&utm_campaign=Catalogue2017
https://www.facebook.com/Military1st
https://twitter.com/Military_1st
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/military1st/
https://plus.google.com/+Military1stCoUk
https://www.youtube.com/user/military1st
http://military1st.tumblr.com/
https://www.instagram.com/military1st/

